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testily to signatures that had
passed through the institution

not

COURT

in
which lie. is employed.
Mr. Stunchfield handed the witness
a check of the Frank V. Strauss company for $ I (Ko. The check was en
dorsed "William Sulzer." At first th
witness was inclined not to identify
the signature, but finally he answer

WILL HEAR
ALL

CONGRESS MAY
TAKE UP TRAIN
SAFETV PROBLEM

ed;

SEPTEMBER 25, 1913,
LLIS IS

STILL

MYSTERY

TO

CHICAGO PUBLIC
UTILITIES CO.
CHANGES HANDS
liecenl rumors

25.

Chicago, Sept.

of a big stock deal whereby control
of the People's Gas, Light and Coke
jcompauy, a $:I5,0ii0,0oo public utilities
corporation of Chicago, would pass to

POLICE

""I am of the opinion that it U I'.ia
signature of Wm. Sulzf-r.Godwin (lien yielded and identified
the signatures on the two checks he
had declined to identify yesterday
those of Abram Klktis for $500 and the
Lyman H. Spaulding check for $100.
The witness then testified to cash
deposits totaling $14,40(1 made in his
institution by William Sulzer between
September 12, 1912, and his inaugura
lion, and was excused.
Abram Elkus then testified he had
known William Sulzer for about 20
years. He identified a copy of a letter
he had written Mr. Sulzer on October
4. In the leter Mr. Elkus, after congratulating the governor elect on his
nomination, said:
"1 know congratulations are
very
pleasant and very nice, but a cam-paign to be successfully conducted re
quires something more than words
pnA SQ j am enclosmg my cn(1(,,c for
expense of your

NO. 192.

the

iGAMBOA IS NOT

ENDORSED BY
REBELS

company,
a $1(1,000,0(10 concern controlling the
electric light and power system of the
MURDERER
VOTE UNANIMOUSLY TO ADMIT ALL
OF SEGUNDO MARSHAL
ELLIS
AND
BELIEVE THAT BROKAW
MEXICAN
MINISTER OF
city, were denied today by James A. ALTHOUGH
a
stockholder.
Pattern,
AND HIS ACCOMPLICES STILL AT
TESTIMONY
heavy
IN REFERENCE
TO
ARE
ONE AND THE SAME BUT
FOREIGN
AFFAIRS
IS
ANNOUNCED
Washington. J). C, Sept. 25. On
The three big 'eastern stockholders,
THE
LARGE.
CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
POSSES STILL ON THE the heels of the interstate commerce
IF SO, ELLIS COULD
NOT HAVE jC. K. G. Hillings, ilie Anlhony Brady
CANDIDATE
OF CATHOLIC
PARTY
commission's scathing denouncement
estate, and the D. O. Mills estate, will
WHETHER
MENTIONED
IN
IM
HUNT.NO FURTHER TROUBLE cf the New Haven road for the recent
THE
MURDER AT retire from active participation
COMMITTED
in
FOR PRESIDENT, CONSTITUTION-ms- mi
administration ot the gus company s
alnngioru wreck, in which it wa
PEACHMENT ARTICLES OR NOT,
REPORTED FROM STRIKE CAMPS.
INDIANAPOLIS.
NOT RECOGNIZE HIM
held that man failure beginning with
affairs, something they have long
its high officials and ending with its
wished to do, according to M r. Patten,
ibut stock control, according to Mr.
trainmen was responsible for the los3
GOVERNOR AMNIONS
BROKAW DENIES
of twenty1 one lives, sentiment in con LAWYERS HAVE MANY
Patten, remains undisturbed, to the AMERICANS LEAVE
;best of his knowledge.
gress rapidly began to crystalize in a
A WORDY BATTLE
TO PUNISH LAWLESSNESS movement to take up the whole sub
THAT HE IS ELLIS
comThe Commonwealth-EdisoDURANGO FOR BORDER
ject of legislation for train safety at
in
pany, at a meeting of directors,
the December session.
creased the capitalization to $50,000
Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 25. With
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 25. The court
An effort will be made to empower
Sun Francisco, Calif.,
Sept. 25. (and declared an extra stock dividend
Washington, I). C, Sept. 25. The
$1,000 reward offered for their capture the interstate commerce commission of impeachment for the trial of GovThere was small doubt today in the lot 10 per cent.
nomination of Federico CSamboa, Mexthe search for Thomas Larius and two to deal with such
ernor
Sulzer
voted
today unanimously
as steel
minds of the San Francisco detective
ican minister of foreign affairs, by
other strikers wanted in connection cars and modern questions
in favor of admitting all testimony
the Catholic party for president, rebureau that Joseph Ellis, the man
safety equipment.
with the killing yesterday of Marshal
in reference to alleged campaign con
awakened interest here in the Mexisought by the police of Pittsburg,! WITNESS FEARS
Commissioner McChord, who has in- tributions
Robert Lee at Segundo, continued
received by the governor,
Louisville and Indianapolis in connec-can situation. Secretary Bryan deis
IN
recent
TESTIFY
TO
wrecks,
many
vestigated
were
early today. Preparations also
clined to comment.
tion with a series of hotel robberies
made for the coroner's inquiry into di af ting a bill to place power with the impeachment or not.
BIXBY TRIAL While the United States
LmMi...
last Monday night in the
culminating
commission.
Stevens
Representative
2
might
Lee's death, which was set for
The point arose on the testimony of
Mr. Stanchfield then produced the murder at Indianapolis of JoBeph Schl- cf New Hampshire, chairman of a sub
recognize Gamboa, if choser- at
o'clock this afternoon.
Morris Tekulsky. a New York liquor governor's letter in rep'y.
-a
band
clothes
second
Los
dealer,
ansky,
Angeles, Sept.
Judge Bled a legal and fair election, the disposiAlthough the excitement attending committee of the interstate commerce dealer, and former president of the
It was brief. It thanked Mr. Elkus is now in the city jail here, is reduce of the superior court, halved a tion in official circles was to doubt
yesterday's first disorder had not en- committee today began hearings pre- New York Liquor Dealers' Associait
seemed
same
the
At
time,
many, many times'' and said: I ap- Brokaw.
;polnt in the liixby morality trial to- - whether he could be elected.
tirely abated, extra guards were put liminary to the drafting of a similar tion. He had known William Sulzer
to be established that though Ellis juay and divided it between the million- word
all
and
you
every
preciate
bill.
say
on duty last night, and early today no
Representatives of the constitutionfor 2:! years, he said, and considered yon have done."
to
and Brokaw are the same person, the aire defendant, who is striving
alist party declared the radical party
serious disturbances had been reporthimself an Intimate
man sought is not the Indianapolis iprove that he was the victim of a ring
acquaintance.
Mr.
the
by
Marshall,
of Mexico would take no part in the
ed. Union leaders, and operators toa
When he started to tell about the or witness was
STRIKERS AND
and Octavius elections and that the
querried as to his intent slayer. The alleged murderer bore - j0f girl blackmailers,
revolutionists
day again urged upon their partisans
to Sulzer, in
contributions
likeness to Ellis or Brok- Morgan, an elderly architect, who
remarkable
ganization's
Mr.
the
Stanchfield
gift.
making
would refuse to recognize Gamboa.
the necessity for the strictest observTROOPS CLASH
Marshall objected, maintain- objected. This precipitated a wrangle
a likeness so complete and satis- clined to testify yesterday regarding
Attorney
ance of law and order. The only
opinion of American officials was
AT CALUMET ing there was nothing in the articles in which judges and senators joined. fylng that a photograph of Brokaw (my knowledge he lu'ht have of the The
that the nominee of the Catholic party
threat of disturbance throughout the
in
of impeachment regarding this witout
sent
the
"I
resort
police
by
Pittsburgh
jjonquil
doubts."
and
former
have
inmates
its
said
grave
Judge
could not triumph in a popular elecnight was au exchange of several
ness.
I Uncock, "as to the admission of
that circular form, and which he admits to j0n the ground that it might degrade tion In Mexico.
Calumet, Mich., Sept. 25. The first
shots between guards and unknown
has
been
Ihim.
be
I
his
imno
positively
to
the
articles
of
of
but
have
The
portrait,
evidence,
purpose
objection
parties at Segundo in which no one trouble in the copper strike district
The overwhelming opposition recmlrt nlp) tl)n) A,orKan m, M
since Circuit Judge O'Brien prohibited peachment, he contended, was to give admitting it if we reserve the right identified by a woman, who believed
was hurt.
.
cently shown in the Mexican chamber
to
to
nature
of
decide
the
at
the
the end of she married him and a man who be- - ,,,,,, v , .
a
notice
c,
question
respondent
The Governor's Statement.
picketing and interference with workof deputies to the selection of Eduar- lieves himself to be his father. The would not tend to hurt a
to the trial.
Denver, Sept. 23. Lawlessness in men, occurred today in the Mohawk of the accusation against him and
reputation for do Tamariz, a leader of the Catholic
tried
woman
and
the
swooned
father
answer
said
to
an
him
Senator
Brown
that "one
time
prepare
rpapect.lbiit y. Tne COIIrt jnstrllcted
any of the coal mining districts af- mine. A large party of strikers pick- afford
leads to another and suggested to commit suicide when shown the the architect to testify, but at the party, as minister of public instrucMr. Stanchfield in reply, declared
fected by the strike will not be coun- eted the property and stopped workis regarded by officials here as
circular.
same time warned the attorneys that tion,
tenanced and if the county peace off- men. Mounted troops were called and that the "managers have secured and- that the vote he taken at once. Mr.
how unsatisfactory
Yet Brokaw was arrested here on If
were brought out to show indicating
One arrest are prepared to prove that Sulzer re- Marshall then withdrew his question,
icers are unable to handle the situa- the strikers dispersed.
anything
candidacy would be to the liberMr. Stanchfield on the withdrawal the day the Indianapolis murder was undue
ot
contributions
a
ceived
number
was
on
in
large
a
of
striker
the
relations
taken
the
the
will
state
made,
Intimacy
tion,
being
step in, maintain
als.
he is able to account witness with
order and punish persons responsible two charges, contempt of court and vastly in excess of those which ap- made a plea for Immediate decision, committed, and
any of those concerned
for in
Later today, discussing the situa
pear on the face of the charges. There The wrangle was finally closed by the for his movements satisfactorily
the trial, the entire testimony might
for disorders. This was the program threatening to do great bodily harm.
tion with callers, President Wilson
some time previous to his arrest.
matter
who
no
a
of
is
as
said
law,
be
would
presiding
judge,
be
question
out.
are
both
stricken
made
made public today In a Bigned statePreparations
being
took the view that two cardinal conBrokaw denies that he is Ellis, but
look further into the law on the matter
at the Mohawk and Ahmeek mine in but that this evidence is admissible.
ment, issued by Governor Ammons.
the lie. He MANUEL'S FORMER WIFE
him
tentions of the United States were
the
evidence
before
final
a
gives
rendering
opinion.
of
William
that
Keweenaw
for
"The
The governor explained that the
county
managers charge
resumption
about to be met. Those were the
Mr. Elkus was then excused with- admitted that he was arrested in Los
IS IN THE HOSPITAL.
Sulzer filed a false statement of camreason for making a formal statement mining on a small scale at. least.
holding of an election and the elimiAngeles November 28. 190!). The recKeweenew is a stronghold of the paign expenditures intentionally, lie out having answered the question.
was the misleading reports of his at25.
Princess
Munich,
AugusSept.
nation of Huerta. He expressed the
Webb Floyd, president of the Mutual ords of the Los Angeles police force
contributions
titude that have gained circulation in union.
studiously concealed
tine
of
wife
former
Victoria,
King
alias
view that the policy of moral suasion
from all sources where he thought Alliance Trust company, who took the show that on that date Jos. Ellis,
many of the mining camps. Referring
Manuel
of
was
ordered
Portugal,
by was beginning to show its effect.
alias
their public acknowledgement might stand after Mr. Elkus bad been ex- Fred Brokaw. alias Fred Boley,
to his efforts to prevent the strike and
W. W. CONVENTION HEARS
to
her
return
to
the
physician
today
Constitutionalist headquarters here
was questioned concerning the R. White was arrested.
later to arrange a settlement, he says
OF MEMBERS ARRESTS injure his political future. Therefore, cused,
"And the charge was obtaining mon- hospital and remain there for soma gave out copies of a proclamation, said
we claim that it is proper that we account of Louis A. Sarecky, Governor
that while these endeavors have been
as
a
rest.
she
needs
time,
complete
he was
to have been issued in Mexico
and
should show all instances wherein he Sulzer's campaign secretary. The ac- ey under false pretenses?"
unsuccessful, "I shall insist that lawShe is suffering from Influenza, follow- signed hy Fernando Cplderon, City
Chicago, Sept. 25. Delegates to the
as chief
lessness be punished, no matter by national convention, of theJiidustrial acted in a manner that renders liim count, the witness said, was opened in asked.
a
chill
ing
au
contracted duri i ;
f xciK of ;the liberal' pary' and about fifty
''It was something about money,"
now August, 1S12, with a deposit of $425.
1
Workers of the World here today unfit, to occupy the high place he
Between October and December 1, the admitted Brokaw. Yesterday he said sion in the Bavarian Alps.
leaders, declaring definitely that the
i ne govt mors siaiemem in run roi- - wpr
sHrrerI
from fills.
hv a message
Los Angeles as a
liberal party would take no part in
"One of the governor's defenses is total deposits amounted to $14,0G6. he was arrested in
lows:
Wheatland.
California,
announcing that that ommissions were the result The balance on December 31, was deserter. Then he was shown a dis- LAS VEGAS HAS
the elections because Mexico was not
statements the arrest of nine members
"Owing to misleading
of the
SNOW STORM ALSO in a state of peace necessary for elec
or the deposits was the patch from Los Angeles.
circulated in the strike district, I deem order on murder charges growing out of a mistake. We charge that he de- $189. One
East Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 25
toral preparations, and bearing an inti"Why they're crazy," he exclaimed.
it advisable to say there will be every of recent hop pickers' riots. The de liberately set out lo falsify his state- - Schiff check of $2,500.
Mr. Stanchfield announced
that "I'm not Ellis. I never used that alias Many shade trees were wrecked and mation that the Mexican congress
cooperation between the state and lo- legates decided to hold a meeting ment and that he accomplished his counsel for the
managers had tried un- - 'and my father is living in Spokane, gardens ruined today by a heavy snow might defer the elections from October
cal authorities to enforce order.
here next Sunday to raise a defense purpose
Jie 'not Richmond. The only aliases I ever storm, the fall being estimated at 28 for those reasons.
hundred nr suceessiuny w locate sarecky.
Ti,ooo traiin,.tinna
"I have consulted and have a com- fund for the prisoners. Jpek Whyte,
The proclamation contends that
the governor's counsel used began with the letter B. If they eight inches. Snow was still falling
that
thought
Mr.
more
in
continued
aulocal
with
the
number,"
plete understanding
a witness to the Wheatland shooting,
without the participation of the liberal
wneie ne was anu ne asKeu tnac iook up iu ickiblpi m i.u num in av 12: 30 o'clock.
oi.,,.i,fi,,i,i
v.,oi;i,,to,i o nnmmnn'K"
thorities of all the affected districts is a delegate.
they'll
r ti,o! Judge Herrick inform hiin as to the Los Angeles where I stayed
',in;
party any election cannot be a fair
,.t
and we have reached the following
oi,,
and free one.
of Sarecky and of Fred find that 1 was registered there under
- whereabouts
contririiKnlnv
in
certain
resnnmlent
understanding
Officials were very reluctant to ex
erick L. Colwell.
LINERS BOYCOTT
jmy right name, as Brokaw and the BIG
"That all peace officers will arrest TARIFF CONFEREES TO butions and conceal others. I coninformation is that the mana-- newspaper clippings of that date will
press
"My
any opinion on the Gamboa canto
one
cede
that
the
failure
not
author
report
and punish every person
me my right name, too."
or its relations to the attitude
made no effort to find Mr. Sarec-'givgers
didacy
a
two
an
been
have
is
who
found
accident;
law
ized by
might
carrying
in Washington.
of the United States toward Mexico.
Mr. Herrick. "lie has!
QOEENSTOWN
ky,"
replied
Operated
to
fail
account
for
but
to
courts
will
coincidence,
concealed weapons. The
COMPLETE WORK
been in this city and has advertised
It appeared plain, however, that the
Washington, D. C, Sept. 25. The
a hundred is a crime."
immediately
investigate
hy grand
his whereabouts.
We expect to have (police here believe that Brokaw Is
administration view was that the
render
then
Cullen
Presiding Judge
jury, if need be, every act of violence
1
here!
and
him
man
convicted
arrested
here as a witness.
do not know the
was a practical
OLYMPIC TO DAY REFOSES TO STOP, AND Gamboa candidacy
ed a long opinion on the question, at
and offenders will be prosecuted
of Mr. Colwell's whereabouts, but we, last June for obtaining money under,
elimination of Huerta, the principal
AGREE- the conclusion of which he announced
promptly and punished, no matter who EXPECT TO FINISH
MANY
on
PASSENGERS
He
was paroled
false pretenses.
expect him also as a witness."
thing for which the United States has
REACHED
they may be. All parties are warned
MENT
TO EXEMPT FROM
"Will you endeavor to have them he plea of Representative Johnson of
ARE LEFT.
INDIGNANT RESOLUTIONS contended in all its negotiations and
against incendiary speeches calculated
in that respect the development had
asked Washington, one of his victims, and!
ON
- here by tomorrow or Monday?"
TAXATION
RETORNED PREMIOMS
to incite riot, bloodshed or destruction
jpresiding judge said that if the pres- Mr. Stanchfield.
ARE PASSED.
jleft Washington about July 1 for;
brought the situation In accord with
of property and offenders will he held
LIFE INSORANCE POLICIES.
MUTUAL
on transportation
furnished
evince "On that I will confer with my
President Wilson's views.
strictly to account. "Wherever saloons
The general opinion was that Gamby the congressman. He told people
on charges not specified in the indict- ciates," replied Mr. Herrick.
are used as rendezvous for disturbers
Th.3
25.
Queenstown,
Ireland,
Sept.
boa had been sufficiently dissociated
Afternoon Session.
here that his father was superintendment.
White
their licenses will be revoked. Both
liner
Star
Washington, D. C, Sept.
fol
,
Olympic
n
today
,..:., .v.
with the Huerta
me Biauu UL llltr HlL-i - ciit Ulf a Dauiiaiium vnr 111c i oviui,
wii Troittiiiiifi
regime at the
"This case, however," he said,
sides of this controversy are expected Interest centered today- about the deernoon Tekulsky told of handing Sul-- i coast. The police here do not believe inru nit? cumpie ui uie uig
time If pnmp into nnwor tn malra Mtn
to assist in bringing to judgment any cision of the tariff conferees to exempt "should be construed with greater lati- zer
steamers
and
shunned
a fifty dollar check at the close of Brokaw and Ellis are the same.
He was out .of the
,QueP.nst0,ftl" unobjectionable.
harbor. A commotion
fiom the income tax that portion of tude." He added that article six of a
person who violates the law."
l me nine ui iiiaueiua uuwu
Tammany Hall rally.
"iiui.ij
"I expect the counties to control the the premiums of Mutual Life Insur the impeachment had mentioned the
stirred
the
whole
city.
Chas. A. Stadler, president of the
fall and never
situation. Whenever they shall be ance policies returned to policy hold- receipt of $:!0,000 by the governor,
Two hundred passengers, mostly with the events has been connected
American Malting company, told of AIRMAN GIUES
which led to the death
unable to do so the state will inter- ers as dividends. Such action on the without naming the donors and that
fifteen
and
hundred
sacks
Americans,
of the former president.
WONDERFUL
vene and take any steps that may ap- part of the conferees was unexpected, counsel for the respondent had ample collecting contributions for Governor
were
jof
mail
here
for
the
waiting
Sulzer from brewing interests in New
Flee for Border.
pear to be necessary to protect life as the amendments originally made by opportunity to ask for a 'bill of
EXHIBITION Olympic. Officials of the line ordered Washington,
I). C, Sept. 25. Fifty
jYork and Albany. Sulzer told him
and property, prevent intimidation the senate to that end had been dropout
to
sent
transon
them
be
tenders
that he preferred cash to checks, he
Americans mostly women and chil"This." said Judge Cullen, "they did 'said.
and abuse of all kinds and restore and ped out before the bill went Into conliueracrobatic fe!!r,ecl ,0 ,he
their way through moun- London, Sept. 25 The
dren,
not do."
enforce order and law. I have been ference.
i ne tenuers proviuea
were anti tain windingon an overland
Stadler said that he had known French airman Alphone Pegonld gave
passes
trip to the
noon
recess
Court
for
the
unable to effect a settlement between
adjourned
Fnder the decision reached last with
Sulzer for many years. He called on Londoners an exhibition of his aerial quated boats which pitched and tossed Texas border, left Durango yesterday
on
the
still
stand.
the contending parties, but I shall inTekulsky
all life insurance companies
him at Sulzer's request at the begin- somersaults and topsy turvy flying at and by the time they got outside of on their long and perilous journey.
At the outset of today's session the
sist that lawlessness be punished, no night,
ii rHinn' TniitiiQl iirl i r da nnrl mutual
sappers ueciaren ma. Vice Consul McCaughan is accompany- """'
"Mr. Sulzer in- the Hendon aerodrome this afternoon, ",B
- ning of the campaign.
Gov.
which
use
whether
the
matter by whom committed."
marine insurance companies are treat- - question
maneuvers be-- lne sea w8 ro dangerous for a trans ing the party, whose departure leaves
formed me that he was a candidate
remarkable
fegoud's
made
Statements issued at union and opthg
q(
fer. After a brief stay near the liner.
similarly No part of their income !Wm
ob jj Schiff,
constituted for governor," he testified, "and asked gan 1200 feet from the ground wnere the old vessels made for smoother only about twenty Americans in Duerators' headquarters today express ed
s exempted except that part of the
for my help'
he tilted his aeroplane at right angles
to
Promisei
him.
rango, according to official advices,
help
!
iiarceuythe
the
with
a
heated
argu-situation,
gratification
precipitated
.
,
told him that I would pel- tha nsciot.'ltn the earth. He then nirouette.l nn waters.
and not more than forty in the outlyminers' officials still claiming 95 per nremhim on anv nolfcv that is return-- ;
two
ten
the
Af,er
hours,
waiting
friend8 for hi"ing districts. Consul Hamm reports it
"' Sul- the tip of one wing and did several
th(J
cent of the men on strike In Las Ani- ed to the policy holder as a dividend
,rt nl its determination ance of
..
zer requested me to en to Fourteenth dives with the nose of his machine iu,,B leiumeu 10 yueensiown aim air is not known how many Americans re,
....
..
mas and Huerfano counties, and the or rebate.
would-bembarked
the'
1
downward for 100 feet before he re
8treet al"1 ill,prce,Ifi for him there.
main in the Torreon and Laguna disThe conferees today took up final jthR
operators being equally positive in
goverllor is guilty of the most ser-- dld; 1 Baw' tne Parties in
passengers.
tricts, but it is supposed only a few
power at gained his equilibrium.
their assertions that more men are at work on the tariff bill. WTien they imlK
nainHt hiln ln the event
on
An
held
was
indignation meeting
are in either place, as many caravans
left the capitol at
last night, that jt 8hol,id De shown in every in-- ! Tamm:n.v Hal' and recommended that
At a height of 3000 feet Pegoud sudwork today than yesterday.
the
William A. Clark now are enroute for Monterey, and
denly swooped downward, threw the tookpier.
Reports from northern and western it was with the hope that the confer- stance that no restrjct!on was placed thBJ' BPort Sulzer's nomination
moved
the
and
resolution
a
chair
Tampico.
Colorado showed conditions in those ence report should be sent to the gov- by the donors on the gifts of money
tt,"u,,Vu "ur 1"UH
Jstice Cohaia.i. of New York, and
Mexican Consul Shot.
Ho ti,
m.
uizers cam- - munnr Mr
"
districts practically unchanged. The enment printing otnee late toaay anu 'received by Mr. Sulzer during hisia"u
Oakof
seconded
by Michael Sullivan,
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 25. J. I.
paign am you not, askeu judge Cul-- righted his machine and repeated the
announcement
of the De laia Defore the two nouses or con- - campaign.
governor's
was
adopted, vigor- Aceves. Mexican consul at Calexico.
the land, California,
before
reaching
state's determination to maintain or- gress tomorrow.
At the opening of today's session of len, remarking that it was of no seri-- performance
ously protesting against the failure Calif., is in a hospital in Juarez, with
der and prevent lawlessness was well
Speaker Clark today told the house the Sulzer trial, Kdgar T. Brackett ous consequence from whom he col- - ground, where he was given an ova- - of
the liner to enter the port.
a bullet hole in his chest. He arrived
received at the headquarters of the there was little prospect of an agree- to strike from the record ttit lected the money so long as it was tion by an enormous throng.
Urgent telegrams were sent to the here Saturday and is said to have been
contending forces. Apparently it tend- ment between the tariff conferees bo- - answer of Jacob H. Schiff yesterday, collected.
IWhite star company demanding that drinking heavily. Yesterday he went
Mr. Stadler said he had collected
ed to create a feeling of greater secur- fore Saturday. The speaker was be- - jr, which the witness said he did not
from Peter Doelger a New York brew- THE DAY IN CONGRESS the vessel be detained at Queenstown to Juarez. He was found in a rear
ity among the residents of the min- sieged with inquiries from members intend his $2500 gift to Sulzer as er, from
and proper facilities afforded for the room of a Juarez saloon immediately
Wm. J. Elias, president of
ing camps whether the individuals who wished to leave the city and got "campaign expenses."
passengers to embark.
the
Elias Brewing company of
after the shooting. He had been gamSenate.
were numbered among the strikers or bis information from the conferees.
"The intent of the witness cannot New Henry from Geo.
It is assumed that the White Star bling previous to shooting himself.
C. Hawley, presYork;
The conferees today agreed on $30!W affect the intent of the receiver of the
those who refused to lay down their'
Banking committee continued
Cuniird
ident of the Uoebel Brewing company
as the amount of income of a single fund," argued Mr. Brackett.
on administration currency bill. company has concurred in the
tools.
line's boycott of the port.
of Albany; from August Luchow, New
FEDERAL OFFICERS
Ethelbert Stewart, federal mediator man that shall be free from the in- - j horns Marshall, of the Sulzer
Tariff conferees took up few remain- e
The Olympic sailed at 0 o'clock
ASKED TO RESIGN.
rttsnuted nnint In the I'nrtorwnnd.
tax. For a sarried man the e Sel, argued against the motion. "This Vork representative of foreign brew-lappointed by the department of labor,
without taking on board the passeu
ery interests and from William Hoff- - Simmons bill.
Is still in Denver. He said this after- emption will be $4000 with no further case should be
considered," he said. man, ot tne Jacob Hottman brewerv
gers ana man.
25. United
Houston. Tex., Sept
noon that he might go to Trinidad,
House.
iui- cauuren.
uniy one ex- - "creciselv the same as if we WCIB of New York.
District
States
Lock Mc- Attorney
but did not know when the trip would t..0,j,t.u
ieaTin
emption of $4000 will be allowed for a trying an indictmentas if the de-Pened on Prospective leg- SCHMIDT'S PHOTO IS NOT
Jacob Schiffi recalIed to the witness
Daniel and United States Marshal Calbe taken, if at all.
to family, even though the husband and fendant had committed a crime
He declined
to
'slation
insure safety of travelers
IN GERMANY. vin G.
RECOGNIZED
t,
of, atnrt toatiflo thia
Brewster, of the southern disdiscuss the progress of his efforts at wife have separate incomes. The con
larceny, you cannot ne made tne vie-- 1
Berlin, Sept. 25. The police of trict of Texas, both residents of Housre- - ua ranroaus.
mediation.
ferees decided to put burlaps on the tlm of larceny when the giver places governor had recentlyto offered to
received
fund
the
bankers
today
him of $2,500.
ton, have resigned, pursuant to a regift
Curtain Car Service.
free list; to leave grain bags on the no restrictions on tho gift he makes "
CUBA ACCEPTS SITE
from New York a photograph of Fath quest from
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 25.
Attorney General McRey-nolddutiable list and to reduce the house
FOR
EXHIBIT
'FRISCO
Cullen
to
refused
er
Presiding
Judge
Johannes
confessself
PRESIDENTIAL NOMINEES
Schmidt, the
It is stated that the only reaAnnouncement of a curtailment in the rate of 20 per cent on
Jute fab- - strike out the answer.
plain
AnSan
ed
murdered
of
but
25.
Anna
Francisco, Sept.
Aumuller.
SENT TO SENATE TODAY
son given by the attorney general for
Major
local street car service, beginning to- ribs bleached, to 10 per cent. The conThomas M. Godwin, the paying teller
drew S. Rowan, U. S. A., retired, na according to the Tageblatt they found the request is that "conditions have
morrow evening, waS the only new de- ference report will be made to the of
the
Farmers
Loan
com- and
Trust
as
on
known
the
25.
man
Presi- tionally
who carried
compariosn between the American arisen which have rendered this step
Washington. D. C. Sept.
velopment in the local strike situation r.ouse Saturday, It is expected to the pt ny, was then recalled.
;dent Wilson today made these nomina- - tne message to Garcia, took part to- - photographs and the one in their pos advisable.
tcday.
senate Mondav.
He was first questioned by Attorney tions: Assistant
In
on
the dedication of the Rite
session of the former TTnln
nriest ' Mr. McDaniels has held office since
Secretary of the day
The action of the Colorado Springs
Few nnintn romaln in ho notM-- rl hut John B. Stanchfield
concerning th Treasury, Byron R. Newton, of New which the Republic of Cuba will erect that they were so unlike that it is Jr.nuary 16. ISO". Mr. Brewster reand Tnterurban Railway company was j the
in-- j doubtful
presentation of the report will
instructions he had received from the York. Postmaster, Texas, Mrs. Jessie a pavilion for the Panama-Pacifiwhether the two men ara ceived his appointment about four
It Is said, because of the report- - quire some
time.
ternational exposition in 1913.
attorney for the trust company not tojO. Wheeler, Brownsville.
identical.
years ago. Both are Republicans.
j
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PAGE TWO

EVER The Joy Of
Coming Motherhood
A Wonderful Remedy That is a Natural
SEEN HERE ON
Aid and Relieves the Tension.

HAIR MEANS
IS ACTIVE.
DANDRUFF

FALLING

FIRST

Save your Hairl Get a 25 cent bottle
of Danderine right now Also

a
a

stops itching scalp.

First In
New Cranberries!

WINTER GROCERY CO.
PHONE 40.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Thin, brittle, colorles and scraggy
hair is mute evidence of a neglected
scalp; of dandruff that awful scurf.to
There is nothing so destructive
the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair
ol its lustre, its strength and its very
feverish-i,pklife; eventually producing a
and itching of the scalp, which
if not remedied causes the hair roots
to shrink, loosen and die then the
hair falls out fast. A little Danderine
tonight now any time will surely
save your hair.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowjton's
Danderine from any drug store or
toilet counter, and after the first ap
will take on that
your . hair
.
.
!..plication
...kinh
un. to On
life, lustre ana luxuriance
and
wavy
become
will
It
beautiful.
of
fluffy and have the appearance
abundance; an incomparable gloss
and softness, but what will please you
most will be after just a few weeks'
use, when you will actually see a lot
of fine, downy hair new hair growing all over the scalp.

CAPT. SIMPSON
AN ATTRACTION:

AaJ
fffWoOD

PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE

Goal

AND RETAIL VvWWQ
SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
ff.Y-S?-0
STEAM COAL

ANGORA RANCH
Taos. X. M.. Sent. 25. Visitors to
the San Geronimo Fiesta, which will
be held next Tuesday, September the
M l,
should not fail to hunt up tne
curio in Taos. L'pon
latest
the death of Col. E. W. laton of
Socorro, Captain Smith H. Simpson
of Taos, became the oldest pioneer-soldie- r
from the other states to New

ANTHRACITE COAL,
F. Railroad Depot.
Montezuma Arenue, near A., T. & S.

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

HOSWEU, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as ."Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos

VHley.S,700teetaboveelevel,

nmshlne every day. Ones air
work throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
Eastgraduates from standard
Ten buildings,
ern colleies.
modern in every respect.
Begems

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,

j, p. WHITE. Treasurer.

PO,

JOHN W.

Secretary.

W. A. F1NLAY.

particulars and Illustrated
ogue, address,

r For

catal-

Supt.

COL. IAS. W. WILLSON,

j

lenver&Rio Grande R.R.
FARE

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,

$13.15
ACCOUNT OF

COLORADO-NE-

MEXICO

W

FAIR AND INDIAN CARNIVAL
Date of Sale, Sept.

21

to

25, '13, inclusive.

Return Limit, Sept. 29th.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
M.
244 San FrancUco St., Santa Fe, N.

IT WILL BE A GREAT

FAIR
STATE
THAT WILL BE HELD
AT

ALBUQUERQUE
nr.TORP.R

m
I-

6. 7. 8, 9, 10, 11,

THE ONE BIG FAIR THAT
MAKES

ALWAYS

-

I nnnn

I

IUUUU

PURSES
RACES

GOOD!

PREMIUMS

GOOD

YOU WILL BE

A

EXHIBITS

11913
SPORTS

GOOD

CROWDS

WELCOME VISITOR

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP.

Frakk

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

A.

Write for a Premium List to
SIDin, MMUtER, : : ttBUDUEWDF,

NEW

HEM

well-age-

Mexico.

OFFICIALS

WEATHER

SANTA FE SO

EARLY

SEASON, THOUGH A FEW
HAVE FALLEN

GREETINGS

FLAKES

Is a penetrating application arter tnelubriof a noted family doctor, and tendon
cates every muscle, nerve, tissue orstrained
It goes directly to the
affected.
Rcntly but surely relieves all
portions and soreness
or strain.
u ndencv to
use there will be no pain, no
Its
dally
By
no
danger of laceration
iistress, no nausea,
other accident, and the period will boons
lit supreme comfort and Joyful anticipation.
IS
To all round women Mother's
one of the greatest of all helpful lnlluences,
and
its
of
agonies
all
childbirth
robB
It
for
and dread,
,'onuers. dispels all the doubt
the niind
a'l sense of fear, and thus enablesevent
in a
vt.A body to await the greatest
untrammeled
Rlaun":
with
life
v,
nan's
cherishes
Is
most
a
Friend
Mother's
Is ot
Toncdv in thousands of homes, and
e ch peculiar merit and value as to moke it
all
recommended
by
be
to
one
f.pcntially
Vo" will find It on sale at all dniK stores
Kindly
bottle, or the druggist will
ai S1.00 a von
If you Insist upon It. Mothget It for
Brad-fiel- d
the
by
is
only
prepared
er's Friend
Regulator Co.. 1S7 I.amar Bldg., mall,
by
send
you
will
who
Go.,
sealed, a verv Instructive book to expectant
Write tor It
mothers.

.

EXCHANGED

Coyle-Dia- l

oc,.

war-wio-

"

i

Local Data.

Highest temperature this date last
year, K2; lowest, 32.
in
date, 41 years' record, highest, 82.
1898; lowest 29, in 1889.
The Forecast.
For Santa F and vicinity: Rain
or snow this afternoon; clearing to
night with slightly colder and heavy
frost.
Friday generally fair and
warmer.
For New Mexico: Tonight generally
rnin in east portion,
in
Iheavy frost in localities: colder south
east portion; Friday fair.
Conditions.
over
ti,0 i,oi.r,mtr remains highcolder
the Western States, with still
weal her over the eastern slope of the
Rockies, the plains region and the
southwest. Temperatures are mum
below freezing in Wyoming and about
.Ne
freezing in South Dakota. Montana,
auu
Colorado
vada, southwestern
.nrfinrn irinna Some nrecipitation
has occurred in North Dakota, south
east Wyoming, eastern Colorado, Kannorthern
Oklahoma,
A recent trin to the William L. Mc- - sas, Missouri,
Clure's angora goat ranch near Lobo, Texas and eastern New Mexico. Consecjust outside of Taos Valley, will surely ditions favor rain or snow in this
convince anv one that angora goats tion this afternoon, clearing and slightcan be successfully raised at a profit ly colder tonight, with heavy frosts.
warmer.
in the foothills and mountains ot
Friday generally fair and
as these goats are great browsers and like to roam the hills and
COMMISSION HAS
climb the mountains.
.Mr. McClure owns a one hundred
FIXED BEAN RATE
land sixty acre ranch within the bounds
jof the old Spanish Rio Hondo Land
Iteming, N. M.. Sept. 25. Secretary
IGranH, which is splendidly located,
of commerce is in re'about sixteen miles north of the old of the chamber
of a letter from Hugh H. Willceipt
about
is
Ivillaee of Taos. Its altitude
state corporation commissioner
lone thousand feet above the beautiful iams,
he advises that the rate on
which
in
and fertile valley of Taos and from
in car load lots from Deming to
beans
a
this high point of view it presents
El Paso has been reduced by the trafmost magnificent and glorious pano- fic
of the Southern Pacific
ramic scene of the charming country Co. department
from 30c to 22c per hundred, with
below and the great gorgeous rocky
a minimum weight of 40,000 pounds.
mountains surrounding. It is an ideal Of course this is very good, but Mr.
place for an artist or poet to dream Williams is endeavoring to have the
beautiful thoughts during the spring, minimum reduced to 36,000 pounds, so
summer or autumn months.
as to meet all emergencies. This will
Mr. McClure owns 659 angora goats be welcome news to the farmers of the
on this mountain ranch. Several years Mimbres valley who have an unusually
an-- ,
r Another
ago he bought eight
th,
gora bucks from Silver City, New Mex- good thing that the gtate corporation
herd
his
and
certainly
present
ico,
commission has interested itself in is
shows the advantageous effect of the reduction of freight rates upon
u
titin Ann Hlnr.rion' ofn"lr nmnnpo
jUHWllg lUira line uiwuut"
sugar from the California producing
!the
peaceful white drove. points to Deming. The commission is
effects
the
shows
also
The ranch
looking into the adjustment of freight
of belonging to a capable and thor- rates all over the state, and the railevough business manager by having
roads are disposed to be very fair in
There
erything modern and
the matter when the facts are brought
of
pure to their attention.
jis a fine running spring
mountain water piped to the house, a
S. W. Almy has discovered a new
in
front
the
fountain well cemented
use for his automobile. He has reyard where the tall, majestic pine cently put in a new ensilage cutter
trees sway to and fro over the owner's for his big silo, and by skillful atprivate summer home. It is a .love-jl- tachment of a belt running from the
mountain spot where everyone with rear axle of his car is operating his
worn-ou- t
nerves could rusticate and cutter with the greatest of ease and
be at peace with the world, enjoying swiftness. Mr. Almy offers this sug.the beautiful and broad landscape
gestion to the world without charge,
iof vallevs, canyons and mountains.
and his experience will probably be
duplicated many times here, as silos
jwiFEY MUST TAKE HUBBY PLACE are becoming quite the thing for this
Lakespur, Cal., Sept. 25. This town valley.
is practically depopulated of men
O. R. Cantwell of Sterling, Kansas,
business hours on working days, arrived today and will soon be located
making it almost impossible ta get on his farm east of the city. He was
'juries. Judge Simpson announced that accompanied by a large car of fine
jif John Smith is called and he is busy stock, including two thoroughbred
!in San Francisco, Mrs. Smith must Hamiltonian stallions. Mr. Cantwell
take his place. In fact, women wdl will make a specialty of raising fine
be called to do the bulk of duty in the stock.
Miss Edith F. Daley of Denver, a
police courts.
sister of Principal S. J. Daley of the
new assist
MOTHER CRAY'S nomine hiirh school, isof the
Mountain
the
traffic
manager
ant
SWEET POWDERS
frofessor
Telephone office.
FOR CHILDREN. States
noiuv will lease a home and his moth
A Certain Relief for FeTerlnhBeM,
er and himself and sister will become
ft. Nluu-Tretkln
Traafclea,
Disorder, ana Deilrer permanent residents or the city.
werfneartHv. Thursday and Friday
Don't accept tUmple mailed FREnVAddreaa,
evenings ot this week Deming and the
JVtutnlitate. A, & OLMSTED, U Rur. N.
j

long-fleece-

y

dur-lin- g

' N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light? lo
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to b

have

Film company

desired.

nhimt 1.1)00 feet of city, indus

trial, irrigation and other farm scenes
which will be shown throughout tne
United States.
The secretary of the chamber of
oinmerce has accepted invitations to
Deming
, ...
rnP
Tiio
iin
hq llie iVlimunra
.cii.cj
t (he Troplco Calif., Business
s
Farmer, the New Mexico Labor
ual. and the Bureau of Statistics of the
United States department of

. II

LIG HT
j

,

i

I,

7

)

'

Mimbres valley will be shown in moving pictures at the local theaters. The

j

o-
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IN THE

Santa Feans who walked down town
this morning glanced at the curious
It
sight and said: "Merry Christmas." in
did remind one of December 25,
stead of September 25.
The snow began to fall in nuge
i..,o t 9ft minutes SXto S. The tem
degrees and
perature then was
those who did not have steam neai
built fires to take the chill away.
from the breakfast room.
Overcoats, which had slumbered
through the spring and winter, made
their winter debut this morning. Huge
had
caps, with ear protectors, which
hoov. noon pvpii on motor trips,
came out today to bid defiance to the;
snow and sleet.
nf heavv shoes were cai
in winds
.
0....ir.o
frnm the- mountain
,ltu
clirnbers- 0nd high shoe to the rubber
.
.
.
"overshoe
temperature yesterday
Tljfi
t0 5T ami n,e average
rom
,
humidltv was CS per cent.
for 24 hours was 0.01 of.
an inch of rain. Yesterday was a
cold day but the cloudiness returned
at night. There was a sprinkle of ram
a.
in 4; 55 a. m. today, ana
a liwlit min started in at 6 a. m
This morning it was also raining in
Amarillo. Kansas City and Koswell.
but clear in fifteen other cities from
which reports are received.
The coldest place at s a. m. iou.i.v
was Lander, and the warmest I.os An
while at
geles, which had 58 degrees,
San Francisco it was a6.
-

44

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

25.

I,.

44

4 4

G

For the first time in me uisiuij
the United States weather bureau at
Santa Fe, snow is seen ou September

of a boy, ready
la u- mpre Htrinling
r
and willing to blaze where the blazing
was good, young Simpson arrived in
New .Mexico during the year lS5o,
just sixty years ago. in the employof the United States Army as a copyinz clerk He served as a volunteer
fhe venr 1S55. with St. Vrain
and Kit Carson's battalion, against
the Utes and Apaches in what is now
the northern part of New Mexico and
Colorado.
in 1S56-- he gained further exper- ience as an express rider in the Naviajo war. He joined a filibustering ex
pedition into old Mexico In ISo,, ana,r
to use his own words, "went in a
and came out a Quaker."
During the Civil war, 1S:1 to '66, he
served as captain of the "Taos Oily
Brigade" In Arizona, operating against
the Apache Indians.
The captain has lived in Taos since
the year 1859. At the close of the
Civil War he became actively interested in land deals connected mostly
with the old Epanish land grants a'
or near Taos.
He has always been an active mem-!hp- r
nf the O. A. R. of this state, and
ihas held many honorary positions in
tlmt organization
That of captain is not the only title
coming to Smith H. Simpson during
his. varied career. Though the captain
affiliates with no religious sect, he was
for a number of years known as Bishop
Simpson, no doubt owing to his peculiar manner of worship.
Captain Simpson is now in his
eighty-firs- t
year, hale and hearty, and
good for many years' to come. Such
ad vanned aee. with robust health, is
undoubtedly due to his moderation in
the use of those luxuries so dear to
the hearts of the old pioneers and sol
diers.

...
...

REC

COVER-IN-

YEARS AGO.

"MERRY CHRISTMAS"

ureen cut. tsone ana meat, jj.ou per twi.
$2.5 0
Oyster Shells K
lb.
Meat Scraps,
$ .05
44
Ground Charcoal,
$ .03
ne
Stock
and
FoodComposed
Poultry
ffj
op ru(f
of Corn, Bran. Oats and Alfalfa, (1.73 JCI iTTl.

Mother's Friend, a lunious external rem-to
is able
edy. Is the only one known that
It
reach all the different parts involved.

HAVE NO

ORDS OF WHITE BLANKET

MAY

EGG PRODUCERS

SNOW

SEPT 25.

SEPTEMBER 25, 1913.

Jour-w.a-

POWER

'

pi,11Pr 0f Suarta. Wis., Otto
Starkloff of Belminister, Pa., and Harlan Weeks of Pontiac, 111., arrived toMimday to take up their home in the
bres valley.
A
Herald interview witn t.nas. si.
Thompson, superintendent of Ringling
shows made a big mistake in ngures
when he said the circus took in $200
cash in Iteming. As a matter of fact
there were upwards of 6,000 people
at the afternoon performance, alone. It
is just a mistake in figures, but a very
misleading one.
The case of the government of the
U. S. vs. A. B. Hicks conspiracy to
bring a Mexican woman unlawfully
a .oa rtpnirlpri todav in
1111U
UlC tt tJ.
Judge McKeyes court when the prison- j
er was discharged. Assistant united
stntPB Attorney E. C. Waae, jr., or
Santa Fe and Deputy United States
Marshal J. R. Galusha of Albuquerque
and Immigration Inspectors F. G. Gatev. jaca oi
ly of Kl.Paso, and Fred
Deming represented the United States,
and J. S. Vaught the defense.
W. C. Vaught and Mrs. Vaught who
have been visiting their son Attorney
to their
,1. S. Vaught have returned
home in Mississippi.

N"

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
um cleaner ready for the fray ,'your washer
cool the heatready to cleanse, fan ready to
do
will
every thing
ed rooms. Electricity
reasonable
rates,
at
furnish
We
it
tor you.
Inforfull
and
Estimates
and
nighf
day
mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

J

SUMMERIJui

ILOW

ti ractppn
New Mexico

A RATTLESNAKE

Central and

POINTS VIA
El Paso & Southwestern.

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M, AND RETURN, J1Z.IU.

THROWN III CKUWU
Lima, Ohio. Sept 25. Enraged by
the jeers of a crowd that surrounded
rtpn "Asia." a wild girl'' in a Biue
show at the Allen County Fair, pick
ed up a huge rattlesnake and nuneo
it into the crowd.
The rattler, which measured eleven
of
feet, wound itself around the legs
Huz'el Benton, 17 years old, and bit
the girl severely.
Attendants rescued Hazel ny
the snake. Fair officials ordered
the show closed.

w

New Mexican

bring results.

Want
Try It- -

Jill

Ads

always

East

The

Best
Route

p.lMlnrWest

For Rate, and Full Information Call On or AddreM
SANTA FE,
L. H. GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C.
E. P ?& S., EL PASO, TEX.
G.
Pas..
Agt.,
EUGENE
FOX,
cr
R--

Every Woman

Is Interested and should
vnnw about the wondertul

Marvel
v. ju

piy the MARVEL,
accept du

run

m

ml

M.

Marshall
Field 5aid

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Ask yoordrneelst for

sendstamplorbook.
H,rvelCa..44E. 23d St.

he

Bu fifties and Saddlers a Specialty.
and the Best
Hack, and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

104 DON (JASPER ST.
:

"The man who condemns a
proposition without investigation confesses his stupidity."
The man or woman who puts
aside the daily newspaper without reading the advertising is
missing something worth investigating.
There is a personal message
It may
In each advertisement.
be the very message you are
seeking. It costs nothing to look.
The glance may send your feet
speeding the way you wanted
to go.
Make use of your opportunities.
One of the biggest opportunities you have is the advertising
In papers like THE SANTA FE

NEW MEXICAN.
Make It pay you
Make It be your guide, your
servant and your counsellor. Be
among the "Do It Now People,"
who accomplish things in the
world.
do
Men and women who

things neglect no chance to
know things, and one of the
best sources of live,
Information is advertising!
Your eyes can prove this In a
minute.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

tf-7-

.

Day or Night Phone, 110 Main.

Next Door to Postoff ice.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
.Local Agents for

It
1

'

a "Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined,

y
IIfl
m

Desk Unit with tew et
many Book Units as doted.
The only perfect combtoatioo
desk ana bookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient atttacttve. We want to stowyou

A

bUmesJ'ciiSlwitt'Of phone
m about it. v

)

l&nmif
sBLja

si
ffiVZLiS
"O

BfpfnSSSk.
RjfflWM IIBEi

Hjjjjgf ImnL,
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THURSDAY,

1913.

SEPTEMBER 25,

INTERESTING
PERSONALITIES

WALL STREET.

husbands which gives the state power
husband
compel a
jto
'
to work for the state at a fixed rate,
is earnings going to the wife. This
also applies to a husband who refuses
to work for his wife and children,
The "mothers' " pension entitles any
whose
needy, worthy widow or wife
husband is in the penitentiary or has
deserted her to $15 per month for the
i
j ner month tor
youugesi cuhu
f th children under
,i,, -j-o

YOUNG GIRLS'

cused

and abroad, rendered abortive efforts
for an upward
tj gather a following
,,,,
nw,l.-i.-

v

today. Advances
'ly at the
were forced in some cases purely as
working age.
of
the
Besides being a member
a result of a strong technical position,
state legislature, Corkeryor is deputy hut the general movement did not im-B,o.ia..
attorney
prosecuting
press the rank and file of traders,
o.u.
county. He is 3Z years
who sold freely at the top.
mi- in
tne
sraiu
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Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
an honest curative
a good, gentle cleansing, too.
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taken into your system mean restored
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Washington, U. '.., Sept. 25. Two
interesting and significant incidents
marked the passage of the Democratic
Demands For Gold
currency bill in the house on Septem...-eber ISth. One was the refusal of the
Democrats to fulfill one of their
favorite promises to the country by
the adoption of an amendment aimed
at preventing Interlocking directorateamong banks eligible to membership
in the federal reserve banks created
by the bill. There is no special significance attaching to this refusal of
the Democrats to fulfill a public promise, however. They have sinned notoriously in this respect during tha
'v '"
whole life of the Wilson administration. It Is, in fact, rather to be ex
pected now that they will disregard
the promises they made bo lavishly
during the campaign last year than
that they will undertake to fulfill them
Represenby legislative enactment.
tative Murdock, floor leader of the
Progressives in the house, had pointed
out in an able speecTi during the ae- liate on the currency bill a considerable number of specific instances in.
which the measure failed to meet sucti
promises. And Inasmuch as the bill
includes among those responsible for
its language and its provisions President Wilson, Secretary Bryan, Secretary McAdoo and members of both
senate and house, it is obvious that
this diregard of publicly pledged obli
gation Is chargeable directly to the entire Democratic administration.
In no single feature has Democratic!
denunciation of Wall Btreet power
and the Iniquitous money trust been
more sweeping and savage than in its
wholesale condemnation of the eyw
tern of interlocking directorates, which
is the very center and life of the machinery by which the money trust
maintains its control. But for soma
and unexplained reason the
curious
In
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no
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Bledsoe, who is presiding
Democrats from first to last have reGeo H Bixby (upper) and Superior Judge Benjamin
I. high
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the
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of this refusal that has been made is
the statement that to deal with tho
problem in its application to banks
Cle0 Barker fainted after testifying as to h
would be to handle merely one phase
of it, and the further promise that at
tions with Bixby.
some indefinite and unfixed future
-date they will deal with the whole
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problem in a separate measure.
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amendment submitted by the commitKempner, of this city, saw the ingot, brands, over 40 pounds flat,
less than cured, pain and torment. They will positive- tee specifically reaffirming the gold
and, scraping away accumulated dirt, Part cured hides
kid
and permanently build up the
of March 14, 1900.
revealed what appeared to be pure tincured hides lc less than cured. ly
normal action ana standard pledge
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crats. These C7 rebels against the auTallow
iCity.
thority of the caucus insisted that the
ri affirmation of the. gold standard
pledge was a gratuitous slap in the
face for a large number of Democratic
LAWYERS WHO ARE PROSECUTING GOV.
congressmen and Democratic voters.
committee had submitted tlw.
SULZER AT THE IMPEACHMENT TRIAL Hie
amendment In response to the charge
widely made by those opposed to the
bill that its language as originally proposed was liable to be construed as in
effect reoealing the gold standard
empledge. This language had been
ployed for the purpose of pacifying
the silverites, whose leader is still
William Jennings Bryan. Chairman
Glass of the committee hotly denied
that the criticised language was vague
or ambiguous or that it was capable of
The
the suggested interpretation.
committee refused to change it, but
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reaf-- j
ting an amendment specifically
standard
the
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gold
firming
The Bryan Democrats are the ones
iwho take special delight in calling
j themselves
"Progressive." It pleases
them to magnify and emphasise their
j influence in the party and to paint to
themselves as evidence that the Dem-- I
ocratic party is becoming "Progres-- I
sive." From that point of view the
Is note-- j
j roll call on their amendment
I
worthy, for It has lined up and count-- (.n the Brvanttes and revealed unmistr kahly the measure of their strength.
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October 6,7, 8, 9, 10,11, 1913.
An immense display of Farm Products, Horses, Mules, Cattle,

Sheep, Swine, Poultry and Pet Stock, Vegetables, Fruits,
Grains and Grasses, Farm Machinery, Wagons, Automobiles, Carriages, Buggies, Merchants' Dis
plays, Musical Instruments, Flowers, Fancy
Work, Pictures and Household Articles.

I

j

j

Spirited Speed Contests, Base
ball Every Day, Automobile and Motor-cycle Races, Carnival and Confetti
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counsel for the Sulzer impeachment
board
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tom) Alton
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right)
Todd,

B.

Parker, chief counsel.
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Brackett

Stanchfield, and (at bot-

$100 Reward, $100
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure U
the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
requires
a constitutional disease,
Hall's
treatment.
constitutional
Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the systejp. therethe
by destroying the foundation of
and giving the patient
disease,
constitu-iinstrength by building up the
and assisting nature in doing H
work. The proprietros have so mucil
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for ilt
of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
ledo Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills tor

i
i
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JOHNSON, THE
BEST THERE IS

RTHWCTWEW

IN BASEBALL

Sacrifice hits by opponents
10.
7.
Batsmen hit
Batsmen passed
38.
21 C.
Batsmen struck out
1.
Wild pitch
Doubles made by opponents
29.
8.
Triples made by opponents
Home runs made by opponents
8.
Actually knocked out of
June 23, by AiliiMics, who made
5 runs and 4 hits off him in '3 innings.
Runs and Hits Off Johnson.

SEPTEMBER

25, 1913.

W. Q. T. U.
OF
NEW

MEXICO.

The most valuable player in baseball is Walter Johnson of the Washington Senators, the greatest pitcher
For this occasion the Santa Fe
of this or any other age. Johnson 'a
will sell tickets to Deming
supreme as a pitcher, in fielding his
and return at one and
position, and is also a capable batter. Working for a
team,
d
I.
fare for
McGRAWS
MATHEW80N
C
HRISTY
AND
IN
THE
BOX,
H.
R.
he has won 33 of its 81 victories, saved
CHIEF BENDER, MAINSTAY OF THE ATHLETICS
FROM ALL POINTS IN NEW MEXICO.
GAMES.
IN
BIG
THE
OT
EACH
HER
OPPOSE
National League.
2
39
a number of other games and is Boston
GREATEST PITCHER, WHO WILL DOUBTLESS
To Deming and Return,
Won Lost Pet.
Club
22
3
with but 7 of their Gl defeats. Chicago
40
.674 charged
95
New York
53
19
or
is
FROM SANTA FE, N.M.
Cleveland
.821,
His
percentage
winning
82
.594
56
24
Philadelphia
5
,248 points more than that of the Detroit
63
.569
76
Dates ol Sale, Sept. 29th, 30th,
Chicago
1
19
New York
is
.528 other Washington pitchers
,
Pittsburgh ... ... '.,.76
32
October 1, 2, 3.
15
or .99 less than the team. Thus, Philadelphia
63
.447
78
V
Boston
16
2
Return Limit, Oct. 10th, 191 J. the chances are the St. Louis- Johnson
wtihout
79
62
.440,
Brooklyn ...
Washington team would now be sixth
Cincinnati .
H. S. LUTZ, AGT., - SANTA FE, N. M.
.JC.': . .83 85 .426 instead
Totals
47
2tis
of third in the American
St. Louis
V...... 49 98 .333'
Victories and Defeats.
league race. This record does not in
Won Lost Pet.
' hide his work in his last two games.
American League.
...... 3 2 .714 the French coast his motor began to
American league batsmen again Boston
Won Lost Pet.
Club
0
000
5
v ork
.660 found it a case of "too much John-- ' Chicago
95
49
badly, and when about the same
Philadelphia
6
2
750
Cleveland
al.572 Ren" this year, Walter Perry having
83
62
Cleveland
0 1 .000 distance from Bizetra, it stopped
5
Detroit
to
a
his
various
opponents
63
.566 confined
82
He than had no alternative
Washington
4 ' 0 1 .000 together.
New
York
in
.184
of
:
67
.521 ollective clouting average
73
Boston
3
3
.500 tut to volplane into the sea with the
72
.507 !!.e 315 2 3 innings he has twirled Philadelphia
74
4
Chicago
0
.000 chaqce that he might be rescued by
St.
Louis
84
62
.425 during the present campaign. Those
Detroit
torpedo boats. But suddenly the mo88
.376
53
tor started again and kept running
innings mean 35 complete games,
New York
7
32
.821
Totals
.374 a cording to the way of reckoning in92
55
t'.ii til he reached land.
St. Louis
( med several
years ago by John
TWO YEAR OLDS MAKE
jlieydler, of the National league, and WORLD'S SERIES
American Association.
Won Lost Pet. now being followed by Ban Johnson
Club
WORLD'S RECORD TODAY.
COMMENCE OCT. 7 Columbus,
.591 of the American league.
65
95
Milwaukee
Ohio,
Sept. 25. Four
68
on
.579
record
93
on1;
Johnson's
events were on today's card of the
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Minneapolis
70
25.
.568
91
finds
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in
that
Assuming Grand Circuit races. The track was
every
innings
Columbus
Philadelphia, Sept.
70
.568 opponents have made a trifle less than that the New York team will win the exceptionall fast and the weather
91
Columbus
72
88
.565
Louisville
,uix hits, and in every nine innings National League Pennant, the mem good.
88
,46fi have been able to
76
cross the plate hers of the National Baseball Commis
In the horse review futurity, for
St. Paul
93
.417 about one and a half times. He has sion today decided that the first
67
Indianapolis
troters, 2 in 3 heats, purse
94
.412 permited 211 safeties this year in the game between that club and the Phila- $.1000 Peter Volo,
67
Kansas City
won; Lady Wanet-ka- ,
96
.400 44 complete and incomplete games in delphia American League taam for
65
Toledo
second; Alma Forbest, third; Prin'
shall be cess Helda, fourth. Best time 2:06
which he has taken part, and only the world's championship
Western League.
thrice have his adversaries managed played in New York on October 7th. making Peter Volo world's champion
Won Lost Pet. to roll up double figures in base hits
Club
The. umpires agreed upon for the
trotter.
67
.632 on him. The
98
Denver
In the 2:07 trot, Chamber of ComNaps obtained thirteen series are T. H. Connolly, John J.
67
.571 safeties off Sir Walter on May 22, Egan, William Klem and Charles J. merce
89
Des Moines
stake, $3000, 3 in 5 heats-Ro- bert
76
81
.519 v hen he was handed his first defeat Rigler.
Lincoln
Milroi, won; Oakdale, second;
.514
76
81
St. Joseph
Athletics,
The
having
Philadelphia
of the year; July 3 the Red Sox nickCascade, third; Cheeney, fourth. Best
80
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.483 led him for fifteen
won
American
the
Omaha
League
time 2:00
wallops in fifteen already
.4.W
84
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are taking things easy
Topeka
innings and were bealen, 1 to 0, and jcbampijiiship,
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89
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Und
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York
Sioux City
New
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13 Cleveland reached the great-- ;
Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
95
62
.393 jJuly
to clinch the pennant of the
Wichita
No man with a family to Riinnort
est pitcher in the world for ten cracks
the
to
rest
in
time
senior If ague
up
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor
pud lost out, 5 to 4, while doing so.
of
toth team? need fear it with such a remedy at
The season
As usual, Johnson is specializing in players
4.
low-hi- t
hand as Foley Kidnev Pills. An hon- games this year, his tidiest ends on October
IN OF
est medicine, safe and reliable, costing
performance of 1913 taking place on AD DFAIRS
National League.
in
The second game will be played
"
little but doing much good. Fnlev Kid.
June 10, when the once terrible Tig'waow
Chicago at Pittsburgh.
ers secured only one bingle. He has Philadelphia October 8, after which ney Pills eliminate backache and rheuBoston at Philadelphia (2)
held the White Sox, Red Sox, and the clube will alternate between the matism, tone up the system and reNew York at Brooklyn.
two cities. In case a game is
store normal action of kidneys and
Highlanders to two hits each once
because of rain or for some' bladder. The Capital Pharmacy.
this year.
American League.
or a legal game is not
York.
Only once this season has Johnson other cause,
Washington
been driven to cover, the Athletics be played, the teams will remain in the ALLEGED EMBEZZLER IS
Philadelphia at Boston.
where the postponement occurred
ARRESTED IN COLORADO.
ing able to make the great senatorial city
slabman seek retirement on his own until a legal game shall have been
American Association.
a
Of
In
event
the
game
legal
account June 25, making five runs and played.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 25.
Kansas City at Columbus (2).
four hitB off liim in three innings. resulting in a tie. the two clubs will
Royal Coash, said to have formerly
Milwaukee at Indianapolis.
ocin
it
the
off
not
where
it
city
play
been assistant postmaster at WilmingTwo days later he came back and
Minneapolis at Toledo.
blanked the coming champions, 2 to curred, but will move on to the next ton, 111., was arrested here today by
THE
TWO
St. Paul at Louisville.
CHIEF BENDER AND CHRISTY MATHEWSON,
contest
same
as
the
the
city,
though
0. holding them to three hits.
federal authorities on a charge of emthe GREATEST PITCHERS IN BASEBALL TODAY.
"Lade-eand
Gentlemen,
Johnson has fanned 227 men this resulted in one of the teams' winning. bezzlement. It is alleged that Coash
Tmtt'rees lor today's game will be
2
at
and
All
start
will
p. m.,
games
is the man wanted in connection with
Peculiarly enough, the game the
and Mack hook up next month to setyear, fanning 10 of the Mackmen on
will be band concerts on teach the embezzlement of $487 from the
Mathewson and Myers, f r th' Giants: tle the baseball championship of this pair pitched in 1905 was almost idenApril 30, in nine innings; 10 of the there
m.
m.
a.
to l p.
National League.
Bender and Lapp, f'r th' Athletics."
tical to that in which they opened the
Red Sox August 28, in 10
1,
Wilmington postoflice on
innings; ground from :i
little old world:
The players eligible for the series 1912. Coash was taken toFebruary
16 of the Browns July 23, in 11
Pueblo for
There is little to choose between series of 1911. Mathewson won both,
Twice in world's Beries of other
At Philadelphia (First game.)
and 11 of the White Sox Sep- are:
Bender but Bender outpitched him, holding
arraignment before a United States
1 6 1 innings,
years, have Bender and Matty met. the two great right liauders.
New York: Burns, Cooper, Crandall, commissioner:
tember 16.
on percentage, just now, the Giants to five hits, while the Ath- Boston
leads
Matty
3
3 6
.Fprst in 1905 and again in 1911. And but "Big Six" has worked ' in nlore letics made six. In 1905 the score I liiladelphia .
The Idaho phenoin has not been poyle, Demaree, Fletcher, Fromme,
Quinn and Rariden; Chalmers and generous with his passes, of which he Grant, Herzog, Hartley. Marquard,
they will undoubtedly meet for the games than the great red man and the was
the Giants
and in 1911
PILLS
CHICHESTER BRAND.
Dooin.
has distributed only 38. He has hit 7. Wiltse, Mathewson, Murray, Meyers,
third time when the hosts of McGraw difference between them is but slight. winning both.
McCor-mick- ,
a
The greatest number of passes John McLean, Merkle, Robinson,
fjadlvst Ask your UruMltit for
TesIMamond
Brnndi
Shafer,
Snodgrass,
Thorpe,
At Philadelphia Second Game.
New
IMIla
was
in
and
4,
one
son issued any
Rrd
ULI n,atiti--l
day
boxes, sealed with Blue Rihbon.
6 12 0 York
Francis and Irving will make twoj Boston
Take no other. Buy of your V
ROY FRANCIS WILL
benefiting in this manner June reau, Wilson, Schupp.
"live to tell the tale." Each is devoid
2
Ask foreiII.ClIKS.TeR
7 13
Bender,
IfruseUt.
Lapp.
Schang,
Philadelphia:
21.
The Yankees' gratuities did not do
OIAMOND 1IKANJI 1MLI.H. for ha
FLY AT THE FAIR of all fear, believing that Divine Pro- flights each day of the fair, according Philadelphia
Houck,
years known as Best. Safest. Aiwa vs Kelfabl
Cochran, Tyler and dowdy: Alex- them much good, for they were Thomas, Plank, Coombs(
A
Albuquerque, Sept. 25. One of the vidence saves them from death in to the terms of their contract.
SOLD BY DPI inn!TS EVE2YWHE2E
Brown,
Pennock,
Bush,
and
Killifer.
Shawkey,
Brennan
6
ander,
to 0.
l
blanked,
stunts.
big entertainment features of the New their
Mclnnis, Collins, Barry, Baker,
Johnson has only been beaten by
Mexico State Fair at Albuquerque, OcFrancis, since he closed his con- MILLER OUTFIGHTS
Orr, Davis, Lavan, Oldring, Strunk,
Pittsburg-PittsbuAt
teams
this
the
three
Athletics,
year
tober 6th to 11th, will be Roy N. Fran- tract with the Fair management, narPALZER IN TEN ROUNDS,
1
0
6
E. Murphy, D. Murphy, Walsh, Daley.
Naps and Bostons. He sustained a recis, the intrepid San Francisco avia- rowly escaped death in a flight over
2
5 12
22 at the hands of
verse
the
Chicago
May
"Sky-Higactor, and
San Francisco bay, when a
Irving," who
New York, Sept. 25. Charlie Miller,
McQuillen, Cooper, Duffy and Simon; Naps. Bill Steen outpitehing him and Adenoids are a Menace to Children
in which he was making a flight
companies him on his nights as a pasAdenoids result from a succession of
Francisco heavyweight, outfought Lavender and Archer.
San
getting the verdict, 5 to 0. May 30 colds In babies and
and
GRAND
LODGE
with Irving, suddenly went wrong
senger. Irving does the
young children,
1 to 0, Ray
ten
round
bout
a
to
in
of
lost
Johnson
Al
Iowa,
Palzer
Boston,
stunt of dropping from the aeroplane dropped into the ocean from a height
Bpoil the mental and physical
"hey
At
In
him.
three
June
Brooklyn
Collins
men
opposing
Both
weighed
of Francis when he reaches an alti- of several hundred feet. The pontoons here last night.
1
8 16
defeats were marked up against life of a child. The condition that
tude of 4,000 feet, using a parachute held up the flying boat, however, and 229 pounds and appeared in good con- New York
2 8 2
the pitchers who vanquished causes them may easily be avoided by
Brooklyn
of
Johnson,
four
better
had
the
3n which to make his perilous descent. the birdmen were rescued by a launch dition. Miller
careful parents.
Quickly and thorand
McLean,
him
Meyers;
Marquard
in
and
three
was
being Vean Gregg, Carroll Brown
best
Francis and Irving are recognized which was following them across the rounds. Palzer
Scoiiisn Rites
cure all colds and throat irrioughly
and
valPfeffer
some
who
received
McCarthy.
Joe
and
Bush,
three were even.
as two of the most daring birdmen who bay.
uable assistance in turning the trick tations by the use of Foley's Honey
will
SANTA FE, N. M.,
American League.
from Chief Bender. After losing to and Tar Compound, and adenoids
the Mackmen June 25, Johnson re- not develop. The Capital Pharmacy.
frained from making the acquaintance
-- BY
SLUGGER At Boston-- 5
4
4 2 of Old Hollowed-EyeDefeat until GOOD LUCK ATTENDS
Philadelphia
FLIGHT OF AVIATOR.
5 10 2
to take the
Boston
had
he
when
28,
One and One Fifth Fare
August
Tuna,
and
Bizerta,
Sept. 25. The great
and
with
a
battle
of
Moseley
end
Ray
Lapp;
Shawkey,
losing
for the Round Trip from
Thomas
Collins.
Four days later Johnson flight yesterday of Roland G. Garros,
all points in New Mexico
was vanquished by the Mackmen, 6 the French aviator, across the MedAt New York
to 5, in ten innings, letting a game iterranean sea, from St. Raphael,
to Santa Fe and Return,
CONNIE MACK'S PITCHERS ALL SEASON
5 12 1 get away from him after he had a P'rance, to this port, a distance of 558
WORLD'S GREATEST NATURAL BATTER WHO HAS FACED
Washington
adventurmore
2 4 2 one-rumuch
was
of
a
SAYS THEY'LL FAIL BEFORE GIANTS AND THAT McGRAW'S HUSKIES WILL WIN IN FOUR
were
men
New York
two
DATES OF SALE:
miles,
lead and after
STRAIGHT GAMES.
ous character than it at first apJohnson and Ainsmith; Ford, Fisher out in the final spasm.
12th to 22nd.
October
aermlane
motor
his
of
The
As a relief artist, Johnson has been peared.
and Sweeney,
He has gone to was taken to pieces today a;. 1 : jveral
wonderfully clever.
RETUkN LIMIT :
his teammates' assistance ten times Ferious defects were found. One of
American Association.
this year, and never once have his ad- the segments was completely burned
October 27th, 1913.
versaries beaten him. Probably his and other parts had been rendered
At Columbus (First game.)
aS?r
L
3 6 i niftiest performance as a rescuer in useless.
Kansas City .
5 10
I 1913 took place September a, when
Columbus
Garros, in describing his flight, H.S. LUTZ, Aft.. SANTA FE, N.M.
Lone, Covington and O'Conner; Fer he was sent to the slab In a game said that when about sixty miles from
with the Highlanders in the ninth inry and Coleman.
ning with the score tied, the bases
'
full and none out. Johnson made the
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Reports of games received too late first man shoot a fly to the outfield
for publication in yesterday's New and the man on third was caught tryOCTOBER FIRST.
Mexican :
ing to score. Then the next batter
struck out. The quality of Johnson's
Zook's Pharmacy, Monday, Sept. 29.
on Sale
pitching is shown by the number of Seats
National League.
him.
on
sacrifices
made
There
have
At Pittsburg
3 been ten regulation martyr hits made
2
4
Chicago
outfield sui3 4 1 off Johnson and three
Pittsburg
Cheney, Lavender and Archer; cides.
Hendrix and Gibson.
Eight of the 211 hits off Johnson
this year have been for four bases,
and three of these clouts have meant
American Association.
His
"
defeats for him. Decoration day
enough with his other stuff.
At Louisville
(By Joe Jackson.)
ball
and
fast
curves
aren't enough.
6 13 2 Jchnson lost to the Red Sox, 1 to 0,
Minneapolis
natural
2 10
1 the game's long tally resulting
Statement by the greatest
from
Louisville
Shawkey, Mack's third yo'ungster,
batsman in the world.
Lake and Owen; Loudermilk, Ellis a homer poled on the first ball
wont last any longer than Brown.
and demons.
pitched by Harry Hooper. Three days
The Athletics will lose the world's Shawkey's pitching might hold out,
Hater Sir Walter was beaten bv the
series this year, because of a weak but the crowd in New York will get
j Athletics, 4 to 3, run No. 4 resulting
At Indianapolis Second Game
pitching staff. 1 look for the Giants his nerve.
4
6 2 from a circuit
smash made by J.
Kansas City
to win four straight games.
Coombs, world's series veteran and
3
9 1 Franklin Baker.
June IS the Idaho
Indianapolis
Connie Mack's two best pitchers are a real pitcher when he is right, can't
Allison and Moore; Schardt, Works Phenom was1 returned a loser against
Ed Plank and Chief Bender. Of the help Connie this fall. A man just rethe Naps, 4 to 0, the first run of the
and Livingstone.
two, the Chief looks the better. He covering from a serious illness such
controversy being made by Johnson,
will be effective, as he always is.
as Coombs had, can't possibly build up
who hit for the full distance.
The
At Toledo Second Game
Plank is tired from overwork and his strength in Buch a short time to
3
4 0 other
made off Johnson
Milwaukee
unless the few days' rest he will get last him through a game undet the
2 7 1 this year are credited to Joe JackToledo
before the series gives his arm the strain world's series pitchers work
Slapnicks and Hughes: Cram and son of the Naps, Baker of the Athneeded strength he will go into the under.
(Called end of 6th inning letics and Schalk, Weaver and Lord
Young.
series stale.
There is just one chance for the
of the White Sox.
account darkness).
Joe Bush, one of Mack's youngsters, Mackmen to win.
Johnson's 1913 Record.
won't last over three innings if the
If the Athletics can hold a safe lead
315
or 35
PROMOTERS CALL OFF
Innings pitched
Giants wait him out and don't hit until to the end, Connie may be able to rest
BOUT. complete games.
they have to. Bush strains every up Plank and Bender and be on edge
New York. SeDt. 25. The Garden
1,112.
Opponents' times at bat
nerve and muscle in his body at every for the games.
31.8.
Athletic club announced last night
Average opponents per game
This would put a different complexthrow. He can't stand nine Innings.
to
21.
take
bout
base
round
hits
ten
the
Opponents'
that
place
series.
the
ion
on
tiest
use
his
doesn't
who
three
after
Joe Jackson,
Carrol Brown
years
in Madison Square Garden next m-risAverage per game 5.86.
I'm pulling for the Athletics, beball enough. He has a spitter as good
trying, has finally displaced Ty Cobb
niriit between Gunboat Smith of Opponents' runs 49.
in
American
the
cause
is
when
it
at
looked
league,
they're
as any I ever
of
batsman
the
American California, and Sam Langford of
Average per game 1.4.
to as champion
working right, and the spit ball is but it sure looks like the Giants
.V Sacrifice flies by opponents 1.4.
Boston, Is oft
League.
hard to hit." But Brown doesn't mix It me.
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TWO

in

B. F. Chiswell,

t.

DAYS

MOTORISTS

DRIVE

CLEAR

WILL

BE

MEASURE. $25 and $35
Value in All Wool Fabrics

CO.

S18

OCT

I
VAI
I UU

WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST RECEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHIONABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO. We recommend this
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.

T3GE

We also show vou two other lines
of BKA L'TIFL'L VOOLK.S. anJ
give you a selecticn of 1500 different patterns.

WEATHER
TO1

CIRCLE

400-MIL-

6000S

DR

SELIGMAN

ORDER YOUR FALL SUIT NOW

Your
from Mill to man direct,
eludes of 11(10 patterns, in worsteds,
Sergei, cheviou, casBimeres. diagonals, and every known pure wool
fabric. We nutka yon the price of

j

ABLE

ADOLF

FIVE

TO

SAYS THAT WITH

OF

START ON THAT

,

Espa-oola-

LINDHARDT,

CUSTOM

TAILORING,

PHONE

ST.

210 SAN FRANCISCO

125 Palace Ave.

TO TAOS.

ISO.
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FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping, College St.,
$18.00 per month.
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
$20.00 per month.
FOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
$35.00 per month.
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos ,river,
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
all can be Irrigated. Price $11,000.

t

FOR

TO BLAME

the Ancient City today.
of Albuquerque, un
insurance adjuster, is in the city today.
Henry U Pollard is in Santa Ke for
a few days from his ranch near
visitor

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

President.
J. B. LAMY,

ROADS, MEN'S SUITS
or OVERCOATS

TROUBLE
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N. B. LAUGHLIN,

official,

is at the lie Vargas.
Dr. Hwiglit Allison, of Taos, is in the
city on a short visit.
Col. Ralph E. Twitcbell, of Las Vegas, is back in the city.
City Attorney E. I'. Davies is at
Estancia on business.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN
Roy Stamm, of Albuquerque, is a

Does a General Banking Business.
3fc

Ryan, a Washington

V. A.

RAIN, NOT

PAGE

Juan Cahrillo, the early Spanish navi- Incise Edward A. Mann, the well
WESTGARD HAS AN
fcator who discovered San Diego bay.
known Duke City attorney, is at the
Dt Vargas.
Congressman R. L. Henry, of Texas.;
UnilD nftTTI
flPUT
I
I
LlUlt "nUUtt 0R ILL (presenting President Wilson and U.
known
W. A. Cameron, the well
tf. Senator .. D. Works, of California,
railroad official of El Paso, is at the
also assisteu in me ceremony.
Montezuma.
If Ihe weather clears up by Sat-- !
ol lurday, and favorable reports are re- Mr. and Mrs. Robert O'Neill
AS
Salt Lake City, are tourists registered leoived front Las Vegas, Raton, Wat- - ORTIZ REJECTED
POSTMASTER FOR VEGAS.
at the He Vargas.
rous and other places, the
Washington, 1). C. Sept. 2.r. PresiAttorney Francis E. Wood, of Albu- circle drive to Taos and back will be dent
Wilson's nomination of Susano
querque, is here on legal business, lie nndprtnken."
e postmaster at Us Vegas,
i'tiz '
This was the declaration of Arthur
is at the I)e Vargas.
wlls rejected by the senate toC. J. Emerson hydrographic
engi- Seligman, county road commissioner
' because it was objectionable
to
neer, left yesterday for Fort Sumner and member of the Santa Fe Chamber
Charges
of Commerce, who hns been one of the Senators Catron and Fall.
to be gone four or five days.
Governor W. C. McDonald left at! moat, energetic boosters for Un trip also had been investigated.
circle.
noon today for Carrizozo w here he around the
The hoavv ruins of the uast week !H ETCH HETCHY BILL IS
onomi auvBvni rtnva at hla ranch.
!l
RECOMMENDED TO SENATE.
w 1. rnrawr niomhpp nf
Hm state 'and the unheard of'snow on Sontem- Washington, D. C, Sept. 25. The
ei gineering force Is confined to hisjber 25 have cast a damper on the
l ed today by a severe case of the grip, jardor of niotorisis who are wondering
public lands committee today
.Mrs. Fred Hogle of this city, left whether they will be able to conquet formally recommended to the senate
today for Albuquerque where she was' the banks of moist clay and ponds of .the. pasage of the Ketch Ketchy bill
called by the illness of her brother. water.
granting the city of Rnn Francisco r.
The reports of lliose tourists from right to build a reservoir for water
Filadelfo Baca, assistant superin-- l
teiident of public instruction, left
stating that the brush and over-- j supply in the Ketch Ketchy valley.
terday for I.as Vegas, his former :hanging rocks played havoc with their
lears. merely explains the danger ol
home, on a two weeks' vacation.
Miss Vera Best,
sister of Clerk carrying a lot of baggage strapped to
Best of the Montezuma hotel, is fx- - jtlie sides of cars," said Arthur
peeled here some time this winter jftian. "We have seen cars as large
as the machines of these tourists come
with the Redpath Lyceum company.
Sir. and Mrs. William Mackay Cald- through without any injury, lint we
well have leased the Conway residence did not carry a house and equipment."
As regards criticism of routing tour
at 120 Cerrillos road and expect lo
IV-tl- ld
not ffive Lvdia E.Pink
!give a house warming in a few days. ists down from Taos here, Mr. SeligF. R. Stocked, a prominent stock man said that if the roads are unlit
ham's
Vegetable Compound
man of Ft. Collins. Colorado, arrived at this time, it is due to -- the elements
wive us two
for All Rest of Medicine
yesterday on business. He is an old and not to tne roaas.
friend of Assistant District Attorney days of sunshine and ull will be well.
in the World.
We will not take any chances, howHerring.
Homer B. Stephens and bride of ever, without phoning ahead before
tltica, Ohio. "I suffered everything
liberty, Mo., will arrive here thl3 we start."
a female weakness after baby
from
in
Mr.
to
a
month with
'Vegas.
Westgard
spend
evening
came. 1 had numo
Mr.
pathA. L. Westgard, the great
Stephen's father, H. F. Stephens.
spells and was dizzy,
Lib-i finder, is back in New Mexico.
He
Stephens was married Tuesday at
had black spots be- reached Las Vegas and an account of
erty, Mo., to Miss Dona Sharp.
fore my eyca, my
Howell Earnest, traveling auditor, his trip is given in the I.as Vegas
hack ached and I
was on the train yesterday ready to Optic, as follows:
was so weak I could
slart for Clovis, where he had been "After battling with thick clay mud
hardly stand up. My i,
summoned before the grand jury, for eight hours between
Vegas
face was yellow,
Westwhen he received a telegram from K. and Watrous last night A.
even my fingernails
were colorless and 1
K. Scott, district attorney in the Fifth gard, accompanied by his wife and II.
had displacement. 1
district, telling him that his presence .1. Orr, driver of the automobile in
'ooli Lydia E.
which he is traveling, arrived in this
was not required.
The Rev. J. M. Tiicas who has been clty on his way to San Francisco from
Vegetable
the Methodist minister at Espanola New York City. Mr. Westgard is vice Compound and now I am stout, well and
Trans-citwork and
own
do
all
I
of
can
the
director
and
my
for more than a year past was in Ihe piesltlent
healthy.
can walk to town and back and not get
last evening en route to his new Continental Highway Association,
and Wagon
"Mr. Westgard stated this morning tired. I would not give your Vegetableassignment Springer
He was accompanied by his that the trip last, night was one of Compound for all the rest of the mediMound.
world. I tried doctor's med- family and while here was the guest the worst he had met with on his cines in the
Mrs.
of Mrs. Byrd and Mrs. Patterson on journey and that it was only through icincs and they did me no good."
Mary Eaklewine, K.F.D. No. 8, Utica,
Hillside avenue.
jthe hardest kind of work that the Ohio.
reached Las Vegas,
Paul A. P. Walter, for fourteen party finally
Another Case.
years a resident of Santa Fe but for 'When within about a mile of the city
the past year a resident of Los An-- the gasoline tank went dry and .Mr.
Nebo, 111. "I was bothered for ten
geles, arrived in the city today to take Orr was forced to walk in for more years with female troubles and the doc- the position of secretary of the mus-- gas. It took exactly Hi hours for the tors did not help me. I was so weak and
eum of New Mexico, and editor of trip from Raton to this city
The nervous that I could not do my work
Ihe publications of the institution. party n making the trip in a Premier and every month I had to spend a few
Mrs. Walter and tiie children will not jSix. which is a powerful machine,
days in bed. 1 read so many letters about
Fe trail Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comreturn to Santa Fe for several months
In regard to the Santa
route to the coast, Mr. Westgard said pound curing female troubles that I got
yet according to Mr. Welter.
'this morning that this is the only feas abottleofit It did me more good than
ible route to California. 'The various anything else I ever took and now it has
of historic cured me. I feel better than I have
attractions,
consisting
for years and tell everybody what the
.places and fine scenery, are sure to
Compound has done for me. I believe I
appeal to ihe tourist,'' said .Mr. West would not be living
but 101
gard.
Mrs.
Hettib
that"
Greenstreet,
V.! "He stated, in addition, that no Nebo, Illinois.
road is any better than its worst
stretch.
The only bad place along
GOOD TEAMS
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AND REST CONTENT,

WITH HAYWARD

INSIRO

I

Ask About This One
It Will Not Cost You Anything to Learn the Facts !
Property with 140 feet frontage on West San Francisco Street and
with depth of about 220 feet. Large adobe building of about 20 rooms
with electric light. Water to curb line. Street paved.

e

-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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A. HUGHES,

C. L. POLLAKD,

President.

R.

J.

CRICHTON,

Manager

Secretary.

&

Treasurer.

SANTA

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS The FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

GENERAL

Your Business Solicited.'

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Grain
Hay,
a trial and let us
Give

show you.

us

Guaranteed

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

FOUND HEALTH

DISTRIBUTOR

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
35
TELEPHONE
J

C

J

''

They ean't

a?

fpt ton dam

jSaf".

j

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
Phone 139.

Remington

299

Broadw-- jr

a paper

Anna-Unio-

n

,Yo

targes with your old duck gun.

Metallic Cartridge Co.
i

New York City

WANTED

who can write SPANISH and ENGLISH in

Shorthand and Typewriting. A few days
ago WASHINGTON wanted a youth or woman,
who could do this, and not one could be found.
They applied to me, but I could not find a person capable. DO PREPARE FOR A GOOD
POSITION. We teach Bookkeeping, Spelling,
Grammar and other business subjects.
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE,

LEESE & LOFTUS!

and

Night

WALTER NORTON.

Day.

to-d-

ESPANOLA LIVER
AT ALL

j innnnrtiinjusirufinrunjuu ring

riMES

has encountered is that encountered
last night near the .1. 1). Hand ranch,
tO
Cliff Dwell- - north of Las Vegas.
18 J'rfourth trip
'estgard-"Thi,s.
Prices :over
Reasonable
ings
route and he expressed lnm- Phone Livery, Espanola, N. M.'
jsell as being a booster for It. He has
'made eight transcontinental trips. The
trip that he is now making will cover
17.000 miles. The purpose of the trip
Jis to travel over the proposed national
GO. highway as located by the National
KAUNE
Highways association.
"A number of the local road boosters
Where Quality ' Governs the Price
and the highway committee of the
and Price the Quality
Commercial, Club met Mr. Westgard
this morning and talked over road
matters with the traveler."

Teams

the

s

j

Elberta

BE
SENSATION
SPRUNG IN THE

Peaches

That a sensation may be sprung
within the next day or two In the
famous Garcia case was whispered
around today as the case came up
again in the United States district
court, Judge William H. Pope presid

IW

GARCIA CASE

ing.

At Their Best

The case is that of Florence Lillian
Garcia vs. Mrs. Garcia, administratrix,
over an estate said to be valued at
5,000. The estate belonged to Ellas
Garcia, deceased.
Attorneys Marron and Wood are ap
pearing for the little child, "Lillian,"
and Attorneys Mann and Venable for
the administratrix.
To determine the authorship of a
typewritten letter which is considered
the "crucial letter" on which the estate may hinge, is now the object of
has been
An expert
both sides.
brought from Chicago to testify, and
his evidence will be listened to with
unusual interest. This expert Is in
the city, but on advice of counsel declined to be interviewed until testimony is given.

This week we will sur
prise you in the way of
QUALITY
Will be good color, firm
and free from defects.

Week-T-

he

Best Canning Pear.

TO SAN
DIEGO BAY DISCOVER.
San Diego, Calif., Sept. 25. Spanish
Minister Don Juan Rianos y Gayangos.
MONUMENT

H. S. KAUNE

a

GO.

Where Prices ar Bst
For Safe Qua lit v.

of King
as special representative
Alfonso, stood by Lieutenant Governor Wallace, of California, today when
the latter dedicated a monument to

Lei us Raise

V $75- -

HfcUU
YES, THIS IS

1

THE

j

8

U.S.

This

perfect pattern.
m the tpeedlocalplusdealer
has them.

WILL BE THOUSANDS OF STENOGRAPHERS
4

THERE

j

Fancy Bartlett Pears

Get a box
Try them oq

SERVICE,

310 San Francisco St.

WHEN THE PANAMA CANAL OPENS

j

A special

penetration.
The terl lining

PROMPT

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

SADDLE POMES

Re-

Pink-ham'-

and make youf choke bore
gun good in brush or thicket
Arrow and Nilro Club steel lined
B&e3?
scatterload shot shells open up your pattern so evenly that
your bird can neither get too much nor too little.
system of wadding gives at 25 yds. a spread equal
to that of a standard shell at 40 yds. and with greater
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HAYWARD

WILL MAKE AN ATTRACT- See our display
IVE GIFT.
of Necklaces, Cuif Buttons.
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Uold and Turquoise. All
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
pieces of jewelry.
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uy For Cash !

MANAGER,

Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

FILIGREE JEWELRY

j

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

Phone 100 and 35 W.

B. HAYWARD,
and 9,

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,"
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I0W THIS WOMAN
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JOSEPH

T t xr
$46SZ

PURE FOOD
$30

GROCERY
Phone 262.
ONCE
PHILOSOPHER
SAID: "KEEP GOOD NATUR-e'till 10 a. m. and the Balance of the Day will take care
of itself." Let us help you keep
good natured, a good Breakfast
requires good Groceries, get the
best from us.
We have received all our new
and other
"Quaker" Foods
Fatrninaceous goods. Everything
in the line this year's pack,
fresh and sweet.
Quaker White and Yellow
Cornmeal.
Rolled Oates, (all sizes).
Grains of Gold.
Mother's Wheat Hearts.
Pearl Hominy.
Hominy Grits.
Nudavene Flakes.
Puffed Corn (the newest).
A

-.

5-

d

Puffed Rice.
Puffed Wheat.

Pearl Barley.
Breakfast Food
Pettijohn's
and lots of others.
The prices are as pleasing as
the Quality. If you have not
enough left for tomorrow morning's Brekfast, please call up
NOW.

Modern Grocery Co.

pg-gjttUs-

ig

The difference between $7.50 and $25.00; $S.OO and $30.00;
$10.00 ami $10.00; and so on up the line is the proved difference
between the salaries of men before anil after receiving I. C S
training.

It's a fad. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases in
salary as a dire" result of this training. Kvery month there is an
average of 1100 rien who voluntarily report success attained through
I. C. S. training.
Wouldn't you like ycur salary raised? Wouldn't you like a
more congenial position? Wouldn't you like to bo successful?
Then mark the coupon today.
There's always a good paying position for the trained man.
You know that.
the 1. 1". S. help you? It doesn't matter
Then why not
where you live, what you do for a living, or bow little schooling
you may have had. If you c;;n read and write, the 1. C. S. has a
way to help you to success

m

your own home in your spare
time without requiring you to
give up vour present position.
The I. C. S. method will
quickly enable you to earn a
much higher salary at the occupation of your choice just as it
has already enabled thousands
of other poorly paid but ambitious men to succeed.
Mail the coupon today the
I, C. S. will gladly explain it all
without charging you a penny".

inrerneflml correspmdeiice
Box
Please explain,
part, bow I can
beloia
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Commercial
t.
Industrial DeafKning
Architectural Draft.
Chemial
f Spanlah
Civil

J Irene
I German
Srrvicel tallan

Si. & 'o

j!

timber oMieatlon oa mi
I"f tbe position, trade, v
have marked X.

I

Running
Poultry Farming
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Advertising Man
Show-CarWriting
Window Trimming

Lnuaea
Bankln.

Schools

Scranton, Pa.

Automobile

PHONIT
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Remember: The Business of
this Place is lo Raise Salaries

"TheQualityShop"
'

;

Wtreman

Roirinrrr
Mechanical Draftsman
Mechanical Entpneer
Telephone Expert
Stationary Entrineer
Textile Manufacturing
Civil Engineer
Building Contractor
Arch fleet
Concrete Cnnatrurt'n
Plumbing. Steam Fitt'g
Mine Foreman
Mine Superintendent

J
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J
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VALLEY The
RANCH,
Pecos River
in its

15.00
$2.50
$1.00

Dally, per quarter, hy mall
Dally, per quarter, by carrier
Weekly, six months

1.1B

IUI
.

Just Sign and Cash

prime.
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
Fishing

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, per year, by mall
Dally, tlx months, by mall
Weekly, per year....

2T. 1VI.
the best trout

.51

Booklet Free on Request
SAVING

'EM

sigihtTVJ
They may be used, without converting them into currency, for hotel
bills, railway and steamship fares and for purchases in the principal
shops. The best kind of "travel money" abroad or io the United
States. Issued in $10, $20, $50 and $100 by
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VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's News Today"

Your second signature on these "A. B. A."
Cheques makes them good and identifies you.
No further introduction is necessary. 50,000
banks throughout the world will cash them at

impression at the start and notice that
we are clean. It is the ladies' way. ROOSEVELT

HERSELF.

THE FIRST NATIONAL

BANK OF SANTA FE

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

DECLARES

have often thought that we do not
quite realize how the woman's club of
TWO REASONS
this city is endeavoring to aid In the j
up lift of things and in how many ways
they have succeeded in giving a little
boost toward improvement and more UMJirjU IDF FUNDAMENTAL
FOR THE NEED
it
When
conditions.
progressive
OF
HE
THE
PARTY
PROGRESSIVE
comes to a question of cleaning both
in morals, in the home and in
the
WRITES OF ITS AIMS AND ACHIEVEcity, I guess we will have to yield the
MENTS IN OCTOBER CENTURY.
palm to the ladies, while the men go
way back and sit down,
Do It Now.
New York, N. Y., Sept. 25.
Roosevelt declares in an article
On different occasions I have made
mention of the value of coal cinders in on the Progressive party in the Octothe streets as a foundation for good ber Century Magazine that there are

$245,000.00.

I

PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

THAT OBJECTIVE.

The literary Digest culls it "The Tottering House of Governors" in
reference to the conference of the governors of the various states as suggested originally hy Col. Roosevelt.
The subject of litis conference or whatever it may be termed, has called
out a good deal o'f comment from the press of the country and a number
of. those Journals have spoken of it in terms or disparagement.
This may be because It was lirst suggested as an emanation from the
restless braiu of Theodore Roosevelt and a great number of the American
Journals are unwilling to admit that anything that comes from him can
have merit in it, in spite of the fact that a large number of the policies
in force at the present time were originated by him and are acknowledged
successes.
The fact that the conference at Denver recently was altended by only
t
of the
governors is cited as a reason why the movetwenty-fivment is a failure, but this is hardly fair.
There are times when all conventions of various kinds are short in
attendance even when the subjects to be considered are of very great interest and importance.
These conferences of the executives of the different states of the I'nlon
should be of tremendous value.
There are questions of grave Importance before the people of the nation
perhaps, as we have ever faced, and it
at the present time. as
is not a subject for humor as some of the journals of the country seem to
think, but could be made of very great advantage to the people at large.
One of the leading journals of the east speaks of the assembly of the
governors as an institution that is fading away for the lack of an objective,"
and declares that it is "proceeding aimlessly, but in the general direction
of the setting sun."
That may mean that it is coming west, as the last meeting was held
iu Denver and the eastern journal may feel that nothing good can come out of
the. west, but this section of the country will welcome the governors or anyone else who comes to aid in the upbuilding of the country or who can offer
anything that will assist in offering any suggestions that will give us better
conditions. Any conference that will help in this is not wanting "for an
objective."

remember some time last
year, I guess it was, I hammered away
at this proposition and finally one
load, or perhaps two, was dumped
down at the corner of the Old Palace
and left with not another thing done,
not even a particle of moisture given
roads.

forty-eigh-

1

to it.
Now is the time to repeat the experiment as the roads are wet and the
"Your mother asked me if I smoked coal
will have a chance to sink in and
cigarets. Does she disapprove?"
be packo'3 down. Why not try it any
"Not at all. She's saving the
way? T'iie cinders do not cost any
thing and it is as cheap a method of
fixing the streets as could be found. 1
should think the city fathers would be
THE BYSTANDER
willing to try anything in the world
in the present emergency to aid in
SEES IT.

AS

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

two fundamental reasons for the Progressive party, namely, the fact that
there are no longer any real distinctions between the Democratic and Republican parties, and that those in
control of each of these parties refuse
to deal with the really vital problems
now before the people of the United
States. He goes briefly into the history of the two older parties and mentions the new political issues that
have arisen. He says that most of The
issues that the average man ;'s interested in have come up in their pres
ent form only within the past forty
years or so. It is necessary to face
certain new facts, whether we .tre
.ntlourliurl

until
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Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

CEMENT

INSURANCE

MR. HARVEY

OATMAN,
Proprietor of the

Of

MONTEZUMA
BILLIARD PARLORS,
making better roads as they are cer-- farmer and 8maU buslness raan or ar5
tainly a sight.
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
considering the interest of the whole
I saw in one of the state papers a public. What the people need is to
In Wrong.
MARCUS CATTON,
Charlie Siringo got the Bystander in little while ago where one of the rtalize the democratic ideals that our
Son of the Famous
bad the other day when he brought in towns of New Mexico had adopted predecessors had at heart, even if to
a nice lot of fruit of which I made this system of fixing its streets and do so means completely changing the
"BILLY" CATTON,
mention, when he said that the mer- the experiment gave great satisfaction methods employed. The
and the paper said the town looked as believes that the
who will manage hla billiard parchant did not care to buy
is
party
Progressive
lors and Instruct tuose desiring to
fruit and that it did not pay to bring If it had paved streets. All who have the only instrument by which this imlearn the game. All new tables,
in any as the merchants depended on seen this method tried know that it is portant object can be achieved under
a genuine success if it Is handled right present-danew cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
Colorado fruit for this market.
conditions. Collective acwas in Kaune's store yesterday and heaven knows that just now we tion must be strengthened but not at
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.
saw some peaches and pears that!0"S'it to be anxious to tackle anything the cost of individual initiative.
and.
ARM.
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were as fine as any I ever saw in a
What is really going on in the field
The passig of tire strong arm is visible in New Mexico as far as politics
streets of Santa Fe appear different- of
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situation in this state.
needed in putting the coal cinders on are in the
hands of the Republican
In a Republican convention held not long ago in New Mexico, one of the highly.
and said: "That the road is to keep them damp until bosses. In Colonel Roosevelt's
Kaune
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just
opin
leaders of that party openly boasted that the party could elect a yellow dog fruit was raised out here in
and
become
packed
they
thoroughly
Tesuque
if they chose to and that all that was needed was to nominate him.
the result will surprise those who Ion, the corrupt methods by which the
1 have not a bit of Colorado fruit
and
was
national
convention
Republican
have not seen it done. Ask Jesse
Standing in his place in that convention this party leader shook his fist in the store."
controlled in the interest of Mr. Taft
council
of
the
about
iu front of the members assembled and vigorously and insultingly declared:
it,
city
you
He gave me a few samples and I
who may be skeptical of this thing, was condoned by many men wh j in
"All we need is this."
must say that I have not tasted anywill give you some pointers, their hearts feared the real control of
he
Recent developments seem to show that the mailed fist is no longer
and
the people.
thing better in the fruit line since I but let us do
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something to get a little
Colonel Roosevelt believes that the
streets and if the remedy is as
where
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The action taken in the counties of Torrance and
th(j days Qf my chimllood
and of better and as
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European Plan.
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He declares that the
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
show that we have as good and
office than the determination of the party leaders.
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the people. 1
........
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H 241 San Francisco Street.
loyal mercnants as any city in uncie
Where
will
state
best obtain
powers
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
the nation at large, where it is evident that the people have been awakened Sam s (lormiin can furnish. There are
these rights, they are for states rights; m
Won't Do It.
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mention and to say that the fruit of produce
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Not Yet.
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lot of fruit that ought to go to the fair
Better Be Ready.
being relegated to his proper place.
Up to this time, social industrial reas a sample and that too, will be on
0
to
a
"Better
have
Portales is going
form has usually been thought of as a
sale in the course of a few days.
Baby Show" on the fifth of October,
A REBUKE DESERVED.
The next time anyone comes and and the managers have already made municipal problem. It is important,
Tn the candv makers of Milwaukee who wanted state permission to work tells me that there is no market for arrangements for a special train to however, that we should realize that
un-there can be no
Derore- - j our frult nere j wlll BnggPst to him
poorly paid girl employes more than 10 hours daily during theItsbusy
carry the judges across the line into less the farmer lasting prosperity
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Interstate
Best in the world. It has
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better help and that improved working conditions and better pay
indicative of a desire for progress. Hon of Albert B. Fall in the United trial commission for the control of
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the interstate
Just now the civic department of States, among them the big majority trusts similar
The commission also points out that an extension of the hours
shift, light action and unlimited speed; Interchangein the end would result in fatigue and inefficiency, not only for the period of the woman's club has gone ahead and of our people would mention the pres- merce commission. He is also in
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What a rebuke to careless greed! And to think that, at this late day was once a garden spot
of beautiful
behind the door, you may know islature.
In summing up. Colonel
iu the progress of civilization, in the full flower of widespread intelligence,
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flowers, yet the Waco weed had lost your wife has the tooth ache so you Roosevelt says that the Progressive
such a ruling should be necessary!
Distributors for New Mexico,
ere the ladies and their work- had better have business of import- party believes that the government
the its glory
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FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
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when a small amount will give
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BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
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NW MAYES

1

INSURANCE

1

ll

wage-worker- s

j

-

d

posi-an-

Fire, Life, lAccident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc1

1

REAL

City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

e

Surely Bonds

:

Of

1

b

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W.f Room U
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

p

m-.-

ESTATE

SANTA FE

-

NEWMEXICO

It will not pay you to waate your
time wrting out your legal forms
nhen you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing

j

j

,

OC

'

The healing demulcent qualities ot
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in any other medicine
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an inferior article. Refuse to accept it for it can not produce the healing and soothing effect
of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
insist upon the genuine, which con
tains no opiates. The Capital Phar- n acy.

SEPTEMBER 25,

THURSDAY,

f

those who stand

TO KEEP YOUTH

I

THE "STRAPHANGERS"

I Dr.
liPierce'i FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION J

ACCORDING

6ive it a fair trial for banishing those distressing pains or
all the
This

FLETCHER

drains on one's vitality.
prescription of Dr. Pierce's regulates
Complaints ana
womanly functions. It eradicates and destroys "Female time.
t,yery girl
weaknesses that make women miserable and old before their
an
is
invigorating tonic
needs it before womanhood. Every mother needs it. It
to
with
satisfaction,
it
dealers
sQld
have
for the female Bystem. All medicine
or tablet form
customers for the past 40 years. It is now obtainable m liquid
or send 60
stamps for trial box, to K. v. fierce, cunaio.

NER'S
THEIR

TROUBLE
F0R

SPRINGS

COMFOR- T-!
BILL

Majority of Friends Thought Mr.

GAR

Hughes

WANT.

GOAT-RESI- DENTS

Would Die, But

NEWS OF THE STATE

Windmill Accident.
Henry Laman, of the S Cross ranch,
had the misfortune to get the little
finger of his right hand caught in the
cogs of a, windmill yesterday morning and badly mashed. He came to
Dr. Furay, who is endeavoring to save
the finger, but there are grave doubts
as to his being able to use it, even if
k does not have to be amputated.
Lakewood Progress.
No Funds.
There is always something doing in
Vaughn. About the last happening
there to stir things up was the escape
of a fair widow from the Cuervo country. On arriving at Vaughn she telegraphed to one of her many admirers,
who shortly appeared on the scene.
Thei winning ways of the widow induced one of the business men of
Vaughn to cash a $20 check for her,
with the proceeds of which she left
tcwn. Of course the check shortly appeared again with the bank endorsement "no funds" a nice memento of
her stay in the bustling little town.
Santa Rosa Sun.

Rough Conversation.
Alvin Roberts, a senior at the High
school, is suffering from a broken
nose received yesterday at noon on
According
the High school grounds.
Alvin
to the story of
was engaged in conversation with a
number of fellow students, when in
It
some way his nose was broken.
is not stated whether the fracture was
the result of hard words or a blow
from a fist used to emphasize an arAt all events the young
gument.
man required the care of a surgeon
when the conversation was over. He
will be as good as new in a few days,

the doctor says

Albuquerque Herald.

Justly Punished.
couple of years ago Barney Beach,
a well known race horseman, married
the widow of Arthur Wight, formerly
sheriff of Graham county, the couple
A U'PPlf
i
Onnmn,rllla
Sunday wnerfhe returned home from
had been attending
Duncan
the races, and was under the influence
of liquor, and proceeded to abusing
his wife. Her two sons, hearing the
row came into the room to protect
their mother. When Beach saw them
he pulled a knife, and announced he
was going to kill all of them. He drew
back his arm to strike with the knife
when Howard Wight began shooting
with a
pistol, firing three
shots, causing instant death. The
exonerated
young
coroner's jury
Wight, as he had done the killing in
defense of his own life, and that ot
his mother. Lordsburg Liberal.
A

H

TO

He Came Back.

Jack West and family arrived
Saturday from Missouri, to where they
moved early last spring. Last winter
Mr. West traded his farm near Hagerman for a farm in Missouri and went
up there to "show" the natives how to
get rich. He. was getting along fine
i;the show business until he got sick
- homesick and then he
began to
lookout for a chance to come back.
Finally he had an opportunity to trade
his Missouri estate for a residence in
Ben

-

TIZ Makes
Happy Feet
Your Feet Glow With Joy and Delight
of TIZ.
in a Glorious Foot-Bat- h

Greenfield and an orchard nearby, and
lien Jack about fifteen minutes
to decide to make the deal.
Sometimes the most pious wander
cut into the wilderness of sin, and this
ib just another example of
the cat
coming back the return of the, prodigal and the community was glad to
welcome with open arms the return of
these good people. Mr. West has
rented a house in Hagerman for the
winter. On his promise of never
again to leave the valley all of Ben
Jack's past sins are forgotten, and we
hope that he will never be so fooliBh
as to think he would be satisfied to
live outside of New Mexico. Hagerman Messenger.
. Roof Caves In.
An accident which might have

sulted

seriously

occurred

Black-Draug-

Tuesday

when the roof of the kitchen and store
room at the Honhain residence which
is now occupied by Nigel Flint and
family, caved in, completely demolishconing all the kitchen furnishings,
sisting of a large iron range, gasoline

stove, kitchen cabinet, tables, chairs
and other kitchen things.
Flint and children
Mr. and MrB.
were in the kitchen just a few minoccurred and
utes before the cave-ihad just gone to another part of the
house while the children had run out
to play in their play house which
was in the store room. There was
also in the store room a big dog
house, and the children had just
crowded in there to hide from their
parents when the roof caved in.
Thinking their children were under
the large mass of timbers and debris,
Mr. and Mrs. Flint were nearly frantic
until it was removed and they found
both children safe without a scratch,
although the dog house was covered
with the broken adobes and splintered
pieces of wood.
This house is one of the oldest in
Las Cruces and of the Mexican style
of architecture, but has always been
well kept up.
Having such a heavy adobe roof
probably caused the beams to weaken
and give way.
While Mr. and Mrs. Flint have suffered considerable property loss and
until
will be greatly inconvenienced
they can secure another location, they
are indeed fortunate to escape with
their lives, for this roof came down
almost without warning and had they
been in this part of the house at the
time they would have had no chance
to escape. Las Cruces Republican.

-

-
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"Garner's Coat of Texas" has again
worn out. Garner's Goat was made
famous during the tariff debate in the
house by the "poem" which was perpetrated on the house by "Hampy"
went
Moore, of Pennsylvania, which
like this;

since
I

I

began using it.

am so thankful

for what

Black-Draug- ht

j

There's none that does respect
mand,
Llke Garner's Goat of Texas.

comj

"So while you kick the wool off sheep,
And beef and mutton make so cheap,
Protective tariff now will keep

Thedford's

is composed

of pure, vegetable

It

j.M

.

-

BOV ATTACKED BV
TAMF PFT RFAR
Bluetield,

j

W. Va.,

Sept.

25.

Ray

-

TIZ Made Ui the Jolly-toBojl.
Make your tired feet happy In a quick
TIZ foot-batIt draws out the ache
und agony from every waste-clojcffemore
No
tender, tired, aching,
pore.
.swollen feet; no more s. sweat-soake- d
socks. r mortifying
TIZ, for tender feet, will quickly cure
If you have corns,
you of all foot troubles.
hunlons, calluses or chilblains TIZ will
once.
at
them
relievo
don t accept
r-- t
Tiz and TIZ only:
See that "Walter Luther
substitutes.
& Co.." Is printed on the box.
sale everywhere, at drupgista;
.lores, price
will
won't supplybf you. we Wal
'..UJ
receipt 12--'price.
bo. Wa- 3
ter Luther Dodge & Co.,
bash Ave., Chicago.

5mont
Zl

The
district.
the death of
Congressman William Henry Wilder.
The announcement was given out by
a close personal friend of General
Miles, who said that the general had
asked him to make public his candidacy. General Miles left tonight for
Governor's Island, N. Y. The general
was once a candidate for the Democratic nomination for president.
Members of his family said tonight
that he Is now a Republican

Abeytia.

be-N-

i.-

e

350-35-

P. DAVIES,

Foley Kidney Pills cure oDBtlnat
cases of kidney and bladder trouble,
and lumbago, because
Secretary. rheumatism
they remove the cause. You can not
Fe Camp take this honest curative medicine
Santa
13514, M. W. A. Into your system without getting the
meets second Tues- right results. Try them. The Capital
day each month, so- Pharmacy.
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visit--

Exalted Ruler,

C. H. WILSON.

welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
Clerk.
A. E. P. ROBINSON,

inj neighbors

QUAINT CUSTOMS OF WORLD'S QUEER PEOPLE.

F. W. FARMER

Homestead No.
2879, Brotherh-

ood

of

Ameri-

A. T., & S. F. R'Y

can Yoemen.
Meets second
and fourth Mondays of the
month at the
Fireman's Hall.
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
Cor.

Sec. David

TIME TABLE
To Effective January 1st, I9IJ.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.

Gonzales.

Santa Fe Lodge
No. 2, Knigbts of

meets
Pythias
Second and

m.

passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con.
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and Vecoa Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.

every
Fourth Friday of
the month at 8
o'clock p. m.
Meeting in R.
of P. Hall o er
Kaune's store.

All

No. 3 carries

visiting

Knights are most
cordially invited.
II. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.

'

congressional

was made vacant by

Manuel

excur- -

.1

Bitmap, aged 18, was so badly injured
that he will probably die as the result
of being attacked by a pet bear, owned
by",). W. Kessler, that he had gone to
a stable to feed. The bear which was
chained, jumped on him and knocking
him down seized him by the neck and
throat below the right ear, sinking his
teeth into the neck clear to the bone EDWARD
and at the same time penetrating his
Daws lnt his back and Bhk,n lliln
lit, a rvir flnun n mnnsp
The cries of the other children attracted H.'H. Bitmap, tlie boy's father,
to the sce ne and with a huge sledge
hammer he stunned the bear with
was afterwards
blow. The animal
shot. The boy, bleeding and unconscious, was removed to his home.

A. Miles, U. S.
A., retired, from his home in Westminster of his candidacy for the Republican nomination for congress in the

seat

conducted

-

NtelBon

Third

vs.

Auatolio (iarcia,

in-- 1

Mass. 'Sept. 25. AnFitchburg,
nouncement was made In behalf of

-

Fe.

Areuleano Carcia. I'rudenclo (Iarcia,
Anastacia (iarcia, Simona Garcia
and I'olicarpio (iarcia, Plaintiffs,

Theodore Abeytia,
Miguel Garcia, the
unknown heirs of Juau Ramon flnr-- !
cia, deceased, the unknown heirs of
Juan Xepoinuceno (Iarcia, deceased.
For literature, fare and service
and the unknown claimants of
to
from here, apply
terests in the premises adverse to
the plaintiffs.
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
tin the District Court of the First Ju
SANTA V'E, - - - NEW MEXICO.
dicial District of New Mexico for
the County of Santa Fe.
The said defendants, Miguel Garcia,
the unknown heirs of Juan Ramon
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES! flare
la. deceased, the unknown heirs
a;- - of
Juan Xepoinuceno Garcia, deceased.
MASONIC.
land the unknown claimants of interMontezuma Lodge ests in the premises adverse to the
Xo. 1, A. F. & A. M. plaintiffs, are hereby notified that a
Regular coramuni- Icomplaint has been filed against them
cation flrt Monday jin the District Court for the County
of each month at iof Santa Fe. State aforesaid, that be
Masonic
Hall at ling the court in which said action is
7:30.
Ipending, by said plaintiffs, Areuleano
E. R. PAUL. W M.
'Garcia, 1'riidencio Garcia, Anastacia
ICHAS. E. LINNEY. Secretary.
Garcia, Simona Garcia and I'olicarpio
Garcia, the general objects of said
the
Santa Fe Chapter No suit being for a decree quieting
title to and for a partition of the fol1, R. A. M.
Regular
of land:
second lowing described tract of
convocation
Santa Fe
Situate in the County
Monday of each month
State of Xew Mexico, in Ward
at Masonic Hall at and
No. 1,'of Santa Fe. and Precinct No.
7:30 p. m.
iof said County and State, bounded
1. A. MASSIE,
as fallows,
H. P. j and described
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Rounded on the eust by the lands of
Secretary.
hlip Gnrcliis- on the west by the Ca- mino Real and goes out of town to
Santa Ke Commandery ' - Monte"; on the north by land
1, K. T.
Regular h0nging to Lobnto and on Ihe south by
conclave fourth Mon-jthedge or border of "El Monte."
day in each month atgad land measures 277 yardB from
Masonic Hall at 7:30 east to west and 177 yards from north
p. m.
to south, being the same land purWESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. U. chased by Mateo Garcia from Jose
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Leonardo Lobato, on the 18th day of
November, 1X07, which deed was men
for record at 3:16 p. m. on the 28th
Perof
Fe
Santa
Lodge
day of December, 1SS7, nnd recorded
de14th
No.
1,
fection
in Dook "R" of the Records of Deeds
Acand
gree. Ancient
of Santa Fe County, at pages
cepted Scottish Rite of on
January 10. 1SRR, by Marcelino
on
meets
Free Masonry
Garcia.
Recorder, as will more fully
at
the third Monday of each month
reference to the complaint
by
appear
New
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the
filed in this cause, and tnat unless
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite
you enter your appearance in said
Masons are cordially invited to attend. cause
on or before the Cth day of
E. C. ABBOTT, 32",
A. D. 1913, judgment will
November,
Venerable Master be rendered against you in said cause
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
by default.
Tn witness whereof. T have hereunto
. P. O. E.
set my hand and seal of said court at
Santa Fe LodgeNo Santa Fe. New Mexico, this 13th day
P. O. B. iof September, A. T. 1913.
460, B.
holds its regular
MARCELINO ORTIZ.
lesaior. on the sec (SeaD
County Clerk.
fourth !TV F.dw L. Snfford. Deputy.
ond
and
Wednesday ct each
The name of plaintiffs' attornev is
month. V 1 1 1 1 lug Melvin T. Dunlavy, and his Bostofflee
brothers are invit- address is P. O. Rox HOft, Santa Fe,
ed and welcome.
New Mexico.
Personally
sions.

GENERAL MILESI
IS A CANDIDATE

Major-Gener-

No. 8071.

Three trains daily from Kansas
City to California.

Only a quarter.

,

Stale of Xew Mexico, County of banla

Accepted in Pullman Tourist
Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
carried on Santa Fe Fast Trains.

be

Get a package today.

DEIIA-DO-

Register.

Liberal stopover privileges.

kept in every family chest.

'A
j

FRANCISCO

places intermediate.

herbs,

HIS WIFE HAD THE

LAST BIG LAUGH
Representative John N. Garner, of
Texas, Democratic member of the
ways and means committee of thei p(toskey,
Mich..
Sept.
nouse, succeeded in having tne nouse ,v R Waue tod ner hubby, who is
a
on
retain
mohair, the product :,nttnaKer 0f the local Wester Union
duty
of the Angora goat. Garner's district office,, that he had better repair the
produces goats in quantities. But the beard cover to their cistern,
heartless senate struck out the protee- "What?" shouted Wade.
"Why I
tion which Garner had secured, and !jst put that cover down the other
put Garner's goat back on the free list, day. It's new."
Now, however, after a strenuous fight,
"But" protested his wife, "the
Garner has got his got back again, jboards are rotter. Your father step-Th- e
conferees, after a long wrangle, pd on them today and they cracked,
have finally compromised on a 15 per First thing you know some child wil'
cent ad valorem duty on "hair of the
drowned there."
"Bosh! I'll show you that cover Is
goat."
sa re'said Wade, and jumped on the
One of the remarkable things about board's over the well.
A good, warm fire In the kitchen
the uphill fight which the disfran-- !
ehized citizens of the District of Co- - stove finally dried him out, but that
lumbia are making to secure the couldn't heal the wound in his right
rights of ordinary American citizens, jhand the result of a nail ripping him
Is the fact that petitions are begin- as he was "going down.
Mrs. Wade Baid, "I told you so."
ning to reach congressmen from their
Mr. Wade's remarks are emitted.
home districts urging that the citi- -

to nearly all points in California, the Northwest, and many

contains no dangerous ingredients, and
acts gently, yet surely. It can be freely
used by young and old, and should

Jemez National Forest,
List
hereby gives notice that all persons
claiming the land adversely or desiring to show it tn he mineral in charThis
acter miiHt file objection with
oflice. on or before October la, Ml".

Very Low Fare

de-

of the stomach and liver.

rangements

On Sale Daily,
September 25 to

has been

Black-Draug- ht

found a very valuable medicine for

zens of Washington be given the sufHOTEL ARRIVALS.
frage. Representative Taveuner, of
Illinois, is already hearing favorably
De Vargas.
from his proposition to have a referA. W. ('elver, Denver.
endum vote in the district to deterW. A. Ryan, Washington, D. L
mine whether or not its citizens want
Francis Wilson and wile, City
the vote. Here is a sample of one set
or resolutions which has come in from
F. H. Wielandy, St. Louis, Mo.
H. J. Mendenhali, Dubuque, la
his home district:
Robert O'Nell and wife, Salt Lake
"Whereas, The people of the District of Columbia were in 1S74, after City.
E. fi. Cornell, Alamosa.
many years of home rule, deprived of
M. V. Ilenson, Denver.
the rights and privileges of local self
W. .1. Drown, Denver.
government, and there exists now an
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
form of government unM. I. Ewell, Chicago.
der which the people of the District of
T. E. Morgan, Denver.
Columbia have neither voice nor vote;
H. M. Monty, Natchez, Miss.
and
John Venable, Albuquerque.
of
govform
The
present
"Whereas,
F. K. Stockett, Fort Collins, Colo.
ernment in the capital of the republic
F. liaca, Albuquerque.
the nolitieal heart of the nation is
Francis ii. Wood, Albuquerque.
s
eonirary to the fundamental princi-sion'Mrs. T. .1. Willson, Bakerstield, Cal.
Ple of the American liberty, freedom
O. N. Marron, Albuquerque.
and equal rights to all, and we protest
C. A. Carruth, Antonita.
against any form of government that
Wm. R. Walton, Albuquerque.
forces upon the people taxation
Walter Zimmerman, Sedan.
out representation; therefore be it
Edward A. .Mann, Albuquerque.
should
That
congress
"Resolved,
establish the nation's capital a form
Montezuma.
of government in accord with the prin
Geo. Etoch, Arkansas.
ciples and objects of liberty, freedom,
Hakern, Arkansas.
justice and rights to all, and special
Roy A. Stamm, Albuquerque.
privileges to none."
W. A. Cameron, El Paso.
Western stockmen have reason to
J. Jackson, McClean, Texas.
be thankful to the forest service. Dur-- i
R. Allison, M. D., Taos.
ing the past fiscal year nearly five
R. F. Martin, Cerrillos.
thousand predatory animals were kill-- j
J. it. Gibson, Albuquerque.
ed by forest officers, and a large addi-- !
J. B. Nail, Kansas City.
tiomil number are presumed to have
G. A. Cadieux, Chicago.
died from poison. They included
K. J. Kelly, "Bought and Paid Ftt
bears, coyotes, mountain lions, lynx,
wild eats, wolves and wolf pups. The Co.," Xew York.
J. U. Moflitt, Cleveland.
wolves and coyotes are the most
I!. F. Criswell, Albuquerque.
of stock. It is estimated
H. M. Jenktnson, Kansas City.
that a family of wolves will destroy
Charles Derrick, Denver.
"bout Ipino worth of stock a year.
J. Hudson. Dallas.
R. E. McKenzie, Fort Sumner

rs.

j

Xotice is hereby given that Harold
II. Brook, of I'.urkniaii, X. M., who, on
Sept. '.I, Ktl.'i, made Additional Home- 'stead Entry, act April liS, 1S04, No.
0191-53SecNK
SK
for X
tion l., Township 1!t X.. Itange 6 K.,
X. M. P. Meridian, Act June 11. 19041,

October 10,' 13

has done for me."

with-Wa-

"Of all the creatures In the land.
Of pedigrees supremely grand.

A WOMAN TRADES
HER CHICKENS
FOR BABV GIRL
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 25. The
Ideath of Mrs. Lillie Crartes, in a gaso-- j
lline explosion at her home, left home- iless Maurine Cranes, one year old,
adopted daughter, for whom Mrs.
Cranes had traded five Plymouth rock
hens, a rooster and half dozen chicks.
Mrs. Cranes made this trade when
the mother of the baby came to Mrs.
Cranes's home, after being discharged
from the General Hospital.
The mother said she had no place
to go ; that the baby had not been born
In wedlock, and that she did not dare
return with it to the home of her parents in the country. She said her parents were very poor.
Mrs. Cranes, taking pity of the
young mother, said: 'Til take the
baby. There, take these chickens
they're all I can give you and take
them home with you. They will help
you and your parents. You will be
better off on the farm and the chickens
will give you a start toward making
your own living."
The young mother has not been
heard from recently.
Mrs. Cranes's husband deserted her
three weeks ago. Left without any
means of support. Mrs. Cranes was
compelled to give the baby into the
care of a neighbor.
This woman appeared in Juvenile
Court and obtained permission to keep
the child.

haven't had those awful sick headaches

i

re-

Department

'!, liiin.

have now been taking Black-Draug- ht
for lliree months, and it has cured me

i.

Friends of a real rural credits plan
should keep their eyes on the forthcoming convention of the Southern
Commercial congress, which will hold
its fifth annual convention at Mobile,
Alabama, October 27 to 29. The announcement of the convention conveys the information that "a special
feature of the convention will be the
report of American commission on agThis is the
ricultural
junket commission which went to
Europe at the expense of the federal
government to study the cooperative
farmer's banking systems of European countries. It had a nice trip, was
wined and dined by the big European
bankers, and is now preparing its "report." In the meantime, Senator Duncan TT. Fletcher, chairman of the com- hilt on the senm(R1nn hna Hnnineate without waiting for the commis
report. The Southern C6mmer-cial congress convention will very
probably be used as a means of boost- ing the Fletcher bill, which has the
street stamp all over II, Real!
friends of real farmer's
would do well to keep an eye
on the convention.

FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior, II. S.
Lund Oflice at Santa Fe. X. M., Sept.
NOTICE

decided to
did not have

I

1

Feathers For Hats.
It was announced In clothing cir-- j
cles this morning that a local clothier
had signed a contract with a poultry
dealer whereby the clothier is to receive all the prettiest feathers decorThe feathers
ating the chickens.
will be used on the fashionable men's
hats Las Vegas Optic,

I

I

room house completeFor Rent-S- ix
furnished. Good location. Possession given between now and October
1st. (). C. Watson & Co.
ly

any confidence in it.

Recovery.

nit iinronr's PiEiSANT PFIXETS
bowete.

taking other medicines.
take his advice, although

One Helped Him to

RIGHTS.

ORDINARY

YEARS

F)VE

SEVEN

WANTS

Colonist
Tickets to
California

ARE CHARGED

TO THE

lily Oilson Gardner.)
Washington. U. C, Sept. 25. It has
required the services of the U. S. conPomeroyton, Ky. In interesting adsular officials to find the only "si
paradise" in existence, so far vices from this place, Mr. A. J. Hughes
as known. Vice Consul Julius Fest-nestationed at Barmen, Germany, writes as follows : "1 was down with
reports to the state department that a stomach trouble for five (5) years, and
certain German street car line operatwould have sick headache so bad, at
ing between cities in Rhenish Prussia
the
half
about
regular
only
charges
times, that I thought surely I would die.
passenger rates to those who stand.
tried different treatments, but they
The fare from Elberfeld to Werden,
ten
of
about
a
distance
for instance,
did not seem to do me any good.
miles, is thirty cents for those having
I got so bad, I could not eat or sleep,
thoso
seats and seventeen cents for
standing. The round trip, says the and all my friends, except one, thought I
consul, is fifty cents if the passenger would die.
He advised me to try
has a seat, while those who remain
cents. Thedford's
and quit
standing pay only twenty-fivThe trip from Elberfeld to Werden
takes one hour and fifty minutes.

one-ce-

llv and
regulate and invigorate stomach,
as candy.
Sugar coated, tiny granules, easy to take

R.

STOMACH

ARE CHARGED HALF

I

feet" and deep black circles under the eyes
notning is as goou as

atdrugstores

PAGE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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the
down
In Switzerland, the land of mountains, glaciers, ice and snow, courting death by tobogganing
terribly steep sides of the Alps is counted merely a fascluating sport.called St. Moritz. Here thousands asThe headquarters for such "winter pastimes" is a famous place
peaks so that they may drop hundreds of feet below over
to climb to the tops of snow-cla- d
semble each

year
i
treacherously creaking
to a steersman, who stands up in the back.
Generally there are four persons on each toboggan, In addition
destruction.
or
to
safety
It is he who guides his speeding human freight
With an "Alpenstock" in his hand, as seen in the picture, he curves about rocks and crevasses that block
snow-crust-

til 6 WAy

Swiss toboganning records claim that often a toboggan makes 900 yards in
The sport, although the niOBt daring, is the most thrilling in the world

30

seconds.

l

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodse No. 259. holds Its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
come.
BENITO ALARID, President
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, 1. O. O. V.

Santa Fe Lodg
meets
regularly
very Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- en always welcome.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound
El Paso sleeper, alao No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa t:35 p.
m.

j

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m, to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 11:36
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

PAGE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

EIGHT

to State Engineer James A. French,
motored down there yesterday
Although there had been
a heavy rain, Mr. French said the new
road drained so perfectly that there
no evidence of it on the new road.
This work has been clone by honor
men from the state penitentiary. They
have been nt work there several
months and have built two miles of
Insplendid road. It is the present
tention of the stale highway commission to move the camp to near
where there is a very bad
piece of road on which they will work.

OFFICIAL.

F. ANDREWS

80 PER CT.0FTAXES

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Deliverv Every Hour

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

AUG. 31

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!
THE

Try Our

AUTO DELIVERY

Service

TRAVELING

AUDITOR

PhoneNo--

ANDREWS

4

ISSUES

A

Mar-wa-

j

Starts on Survey.
Tl,u littlu fliii.a which vnn will noTIES AMOUNT
stuck up on the hills surrounding
Santa Fe, including fort iviarcy mean
1912 TAXES COLLECTED; MCKINLEY! no more than that the state engineering department has started the work
HEADS LIST, SANTA FE AT FOOT.
of making a detailed hydrographic
survey of the Santa Fe river and all
its tributaries from a point two miles
ALL BUT FIVeIoTlECTED
below the city to the headwaters of
the river. This work will take some
MORE
75 PER CT. OR
time, and is under the direction of En Cafe.
gineer S. S. Carroll. When completed
The Committee in charge of the
it will be used as a basis for the appor- chamber Qf Commerce Architectural
The percentage of taxes collected tioning of the available waters in the Prize conteat ia giving its attention
tn II rl InrludiiiE August Ust, ac-- i river between the various claimants. now to the selection of the judges and
. .a.. v
including all ditch rights the Santa announcement of their selection will
coruing to injures g ven uui iuuay uj Fe Water company and others.
be made on Saturday or .Monday. In
the traveling auditor's office is MI.4S,
the meantime get to work on that
uncollected
Out.
L
Mustered
19.5J
per centage
Company
'leaving
design you thought of
Santa
county
or September 1st. McKinley
office of the Adjutan General,
yesterday.
11.
No.
leads in percentage collected, having pe n m. Special Order
Get in on the ground floor In the
!;..7.i per cent paid in. Luna is a close
Having failed to maintain the stand- 'San Juan oil fields.
Subscription
nasecond with 95.33 per cent; yuay ard of efficiency required of the
Uock, $10 per share, par value $50.
county third with 92.19 and Valencia tional guard companies in this state, Five or ten shares might make you
Company "L," 1st infantry, is hereby irdependent or even wealthy. Drilling
mustered out of the service. All com- inow. See John W Mayes, agent, San
fourth with 90.1 S.
Santa Fe county is at the tail end pany property will be shipped to the Juan Basin Oil Co. Phone 194 W.
of the list with but 56.90 per cent col- adjutant general at Santa Fe. When
Get good Olive Oil. Ever try
lected. San Juan is not far away enlisted men of Company "L" have
Fine. You pay a trifle more
Squibbs?
commander
Sandoval
to
in
while
the company
turned in
with only 57.SS paid
an olive oil you know noththan
for
are
62.5
per all public property for which they
ic third from the last with
ing about, but isn't your health worth
cent.
responsible, they will be given full It? Zook's Pharmacy inc., succeeding
cases
The amount of taxes to be collected, an(j honorable discharges. In all
Fischer Drug Co.
the amount collected and tne percent where enlisted men fall to account
F0R rexT Five room modern
honorable
to
table
them
in
the
issued
is
for
collected
property
given
age
Jio(jse Qne and ,one.ha,f bockg from
discharges will be withheld, and pro- plaza. Joseph B. Hay ward.
THAT NEW FALL HAT!
Per cent
John Do you remember that old
Collected. Collected.
Total Tax.
82.76
gateway we saw on Canon road jester
$252,SS9.84
$:!05,5fil.95
F,ernalillo
89.38
day afternoon?
247.9S7.06
277,4::S.10
Chaves
82.20
231,659.96
Mary The pretty one with tho
281,800.3
Colfax
84.52
adobe walls and litle mission bell
1 13,030.32
95.539.32
Curry
87.85 niche above?
169,702.99
193.271.03
Dona Ana
79.95
John Yes. Well a drawing of that
154,264.30
192,931.90
Eddy
89.46
1S2.067.76
gateway is going to pay for your new
203,5(W.97
Grant
fall hat.
70.05
73.456.33
104,849.49
Guadalupe
87.54
Elks' Dance Tonight Dance enthu
89.684.36
102,420.80
Lincoln
95.33 siasts in large numbers are planning
108,048.31.
113,338.52
95.75 to attend the Elks' dance tonight, re53.410.21
55,779.1(1
McKinley
Men
74.98 gardless of weather conditions.
70,422.01
93,913.52
Mora
75.70 were heard telephoning their friends
100.431.82
132.0G9.4fi
Otero
92.19 "to be sure to be on hand" and ears
118,351.44
128,418.49
Quay
77.88 which have been listening to the whir
42,917.12
Rio Arriba
55,100.07
of the wheels of business for weeks
83.79
102.371.75
85.7S1.44
Itoosevelt
C2.50 will be lent to the rhythm of the mu32,569.81
52,115.07
Sandoval
57.88 sic and the length of the theine played
07.431.22
116.4S9.34
San Juan
76.80 for the dances.
174,188.06
22fi,7Sll.fil
San Miguel
Meets Tomorrow Hon. William H.
56.90
104,057.09
182,874.27
Santa Fe
of the special commit- 79.72
48,447.00
00,709.97
Sierra
77.20
110,458. OS
143,073.48
Socorro
81.60
31.510.57
38,471.07
Taos
64.60
40,624.90
72,775.83
Torrance
77.00
X nion
139,250.0(1
107,228.79
90.18
86,049. IS
95,417.69
Valencia
STATEMENT

SHOWING

BY C0UN- -

-

AND

Phone No. 4

ON

COLLECTED

I

way to this house of shelter. The
creasing business is said to have
ranted the addition.
For Fine Kosher Sausage and Iell- catessen Meats try the .Modern
ket. Frank Maurer. proprietor.
Election Next Week The regular
drill of company K was held last
evening, and at that meeting it was
announced that the election for a captain to succeed Domingo Pacheco resigned would be held at the meeting
next Wednesday.
Just Received our Fall line nf
ladies' suits, coats and skirts. Prices
Call an!
moderate. Fit guaranteed.
inspect samples. Muralter, the tailor.
Junior Auxiliary On account of the
annual Sunday school picnic Saturday
afternoon the regular monthly meeting of the Junior Auxiliary of the
Church of the Holy Faith will be held
at the request of the rector of the
m. Satchurch, at. the rectory at 8
urday, September 27.
Wanted fifty men for Board and
room. Six dollars per week, Plaza
o

j

PERCENTAGE

H-

-

This Weather is a Reminder
VVY

HAVE A

WILSON

111

FULL LINE OF

'A

j

prize-winnin- g

HEATERS

'

AND RANGES.
Wilson Heaters need no boost--the- y
talk for
themselves. Our $30.00 Ranges are EXTRA
GOOD VALUES. Come and see us.

s

tee of the chamber of commerce on
chautauquas, has called a meeting of
his committee for Friday, September
2i, in the rooms of the chamber of
IN THE LATEST SHAPES
commerce at 5:15 p. m. at which time
the committee will consider report on in Plush, Velour, Felt, Beaver.
the correspondence received from var- Velvet, Silk, Satin, Moire Hats,
ious Chautauqua associations through together with a most beautiful
out the country.
line of novelties in Ribbons.
In a page article with; Rands,
New Dances
Fancy and Ostrich Feath- many colored illustrations, The New iers, Etc., are shown at
"New
York Herald says, Sunday:
dances, more fanciful and fantastic
and more numerous than ever, are
to be the answer to the assertion that
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
the rage of dancing must have run Its
course. Terpisctiore an ingenuity is
taxed for new movements, and the
nomenimagination for picturesque
clature." By the way, there will be will be undertaken by Messrs. J. D.
a dance at the Elks tonight.
:Sena, State Engineer Freni, Arthur
Who is coughing around your house? Seligman. and Judge R. H. Hauna, if
Catch a cold now and it is likely to the sum of $100 can be raised to pay
stay all winter. We make strong for teams and laborers. Unless this
claims for our cough and cold remedy. is done the road will likely remain in
Try it by all means. Zook's Pharmacy bad condition Indefinitely. The New
Mexican announces the following sub- Inc., succeeding Fischer Drug Co.
in jseriptions and will continue to report
Sunday School Picnic Except
case of rain, the members of the Epis new subscriptions: Keceivea 10 aaie,
copal Sunday school and their friends Parker. ?5; Lavan, $5; A. Seligman,
and parents are asked to meet at the $5; Hanna, $5; Massie, $5; Renehan,
church grounds on Palace avenue. a!t 9 $5; Ervein, $5; H. B. Cartwright, $5;
a. m. Saturday, September 27, to par- B. M.- Cutting, $5. Remittances may
of Commerce.
ticipate in the annual Sunday school be made to the Chamber
and Tesuque
picnic which will be held In the vi- Automobile owners
as
cinity of Bishop's ranch, two miles ranchers are particularly eligible
north of the city. Vehicles will be pro- subscribers.
vided for those who have none at
their disposal. The Boy Scouts are requested to walk, if conveyances are
filled. Lunches should be taken along
Thoroughly competent. Work guar(as the berry season is over). Prizes anteed. Best of Santa Fe references.
for races and games will be awarded Will be for a limited time at Mrs. Robat. the picnic grounds. In case of rain inson's, phone 270 J. Otto K. Eichman.
the picnic will be postponed until the f
following Saturday.
Circle Drive Repair Fund The ree
road
pair of this popular

Elegant Line

MISS A. MUGLER

PIANO TUNING.

For quick results,
little "WANT."

five-mil-

-

-

YYYVYYYYYYYYYYYSrY

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

Everything In Hardware.
W.

LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.

M.

WICKHAM

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

i

AND

ALWAYS

AND

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

In a letter from Frank W. Ayer, of ceedings will he ' Instituted against
Roxbury, Mass., he asks the assistance such delinquents under the provision
Ample facilities forlarge
of the paper in locating his son, Edgar jot Section SO, Chapter 101, Laws of
and small banquets.
B. Ayer, of Boston, who for the past New Mexico, 1905.
The receipt of a copy of this order
two years has been a teacher in th.i
Pittsburgh Academy, Pittsburgh, Pa,, by any officer or enlisted man of Cora-anwho left for Boston on August. pf ny "I' will be considered as a
AMERICAN PLAN
and has not been heard of since, mand for the return of all company
SPECIAL RATES
He is 29 years old, six feet tall, weighs property in his possession to the
Room With Bath, $3.00 I'p.
BY THE WEEK
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
pounds, light brown hair, dark! jntant general at Santa Fe within ten
brown eyes. When last seen wore a days after the receipt of the order,
Honorable discharges will be
black suit and no vest, white shirt
collar, gray tie, low black shoes warded enlisted men of Company "L"
and a Panama hat.
upon receipt, by the adjutant general,
o. notice that they have returned to
Have Truant Officer.
proper authorities all company propJohn Milne, city superintendent of erty in their possession.
The officers of this company are
schools of Albuquerque, is inclined to
say a few words about a circular is- honorably discharged.
By command of the governor:
sued by Alvan X. White, state school
A. S. BROOKES,
superintendent, to city superintendAdjutant General.
ents regarding compulsory attendance.
Mr. White in his circular recommends
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Promotion In D Company
that other cities follow the example
Office of the
General, Santa
All kinds of flowers, garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages of Santa Fe which maintains a truant
ALFALFA SEED.
Fe, X. M. Special Order No. 12.
officer.
The following promotion, subject to
"Not only has lAlbuquerque had an
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
efficient truant officer for some time," examination, in the national guard of
said Mr. Milne, "but more than that, New Mexico, is announced, to date
we have a mounted truant officer. 1 from September 24th:
H. O. Wicks Company "D,
Phone B,ack suggest the tostate superintendent point 1stPrivate
Phone Black
infantry to be 2nd lieutenant, vice
with pride
Albuquerque as well aa
McMillen, transferred.
Santa Fe."
Lieutenant Wicks is assigned to
duty with Company "D," 1st infantry,
Fair Dates In New Mexico.
Dates of the various fairs in New and will report in person to Captain
W. A. Tenny, Jr., for duty.
Mexico yet to come are as follows:
By command of the governor.
New Mexico State Fair, Albuquer-- j
A. S. BROOKES,
que, October
Fifth Annual Navajo Fair, Shiprock,
Adjutant General.
October
San Miguel County Fair, Las Vegas, October 2 and 3.
Lincoln County Fair, Carrizozo, September 26 and 27.
Everything electricaJ repaired by
Torrance county, Willard, October
Gnagey & Ervien.
;2.
FOR RENT House No. 206 GarCurry County Fair, Clovis, October field street.
solved once
Benj. M. Read.
'13 and 14.
for all bv Calumet.
Time enough yet to win one of
Northern New Mexico Fair, Raton,
those prizes. That old adobe I saw For daily use In millions of kitchens has
October
proved that Calumet is highest not only in
Fnion County Fair, Clayton, Octo last week on Agna Fria road could be
but in lcavemn power as well
worked up into a bully flveroom ?'ualUy hi results
ber lfi, 17 and 18.
pure to the extreme and
wonderfully economical in use Ask your
Socorro County Fair, at Socorro, dwelling.
104
Furnished
And
Room.
try Calumet next buke day.
DeVargas St.. grocer.
September 28, 29 and 30.
Phone 156W. Mrs. T. Willison.
Received Highest Awards
Break up colds remarkably quick.
Old Rates Restored.
C. Weisskopt of San Rafael,,
re- Cure la grippe, headache, and neuralWorld', Ptrt
gia. Zook's Cold Tablets. Get a box
Food ipoilioi.
cently complained to the state cor- today. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeed- Chiufo,
HI.
commission
an
of
in
increase
poration
Pari, Expni- !
!
!
the freight rates from Grants to M- ingA Fischer Drug Co.
bM, rraaco,
Nobby Line of Fall and Winter Maries,
ccartys stations ou the Coast lines of
is::.
How can I heat and cook 'aster, better, cheaper?
the Santa Fe. from 6 to 13 cents. In- suitings and overcoats at Muralter's
t
Let
to
Cook
Good home cooking, quick service
demonstrate
you their
Stoves,
a
vestigation developed the fact that
South Bend Malleable Ranges and Oak Heaters; they are not betnew freight tariff had been put in on at the Plaza Cafe.
ter than the best, but better than the rest. They have a gerat vaThe Ladies Aid of St. John's M. E.
the Coast lines, which on some sta-riety of models at almost any price.
in New Mexico made an in- church will give a cake and pie sale
tions
Don't think that old range Is "good enough for you." The differciease of over 100 per cent. The com- - j Saturday, September 27th, commencence in fuel alone In six months will pay for a new one.
called this to the attention j ing at 10:30 a. m. in the building form
mission
Besides, remember there is a great difference between "the mail
H. P. Anewalt, general freight agent erly used as the Plaza market.
of
order guarantee covering defective material and workmanship" and
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
of the coast lines of the Santa Fe at
.their "guarantee of perfect satisfaction." Always dependable.
Los Angeles, and this morning receiv-;e- BE SURE.
a reply from him stating that the The Chamber of Commerce Archi.old rates would be put back on the tectural Prize contest was organized
coast lines in Xew Mexico, from
for you, Mr. Citizen. The committee
on the east to Gallup on the can raise money for the prizes, but
west, the change to take effect as it cannot bring out designs. Put your
soon as the necessary schedule could shoulder to the wheel and help with
a design or two.
be put into effect.
Modern Garage The Modern Gar
I Too Wt wt owotT
m tar rim, or tit caa I
Lamy Road Completed.
age is building an annex to the west
The work on the state road near side, giving much more space for the
cars which find their
Ijunjf was completed today according big

out-of-dat-

Column
Selector
the

Remingt

The Column Selector of the Model 10 Remington
selects the exact point in each line where the writnot by a step to step movement
ing is to begin
of the carriage not by tedious hand adjustments
but by the automatic response of the carriage to the
pressure of a single key.
In ordinary letter writing, the position for writing
the date, the address, the first line of each paragraph,
"Yours truly," and addressing the envelopes is
reached instantly, the hands of the operatornever

d

h

,

leaving the keyboard.
The time saving? Figured on the basis of the
operator's wages, it amounts to enough in a short
time to pay for the machine.

RETAIL

Send for our illustrated booklet describing the many
labor saving features of the Remington Visible Models

Company
Remington Typewriter
(Incorporate
1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

.

FLOWERS

.

LEO HERSCH

i,"',;

Typewriter

for-an-

45

'Rtmlniton SiBndirtl Typcwlltr Jlc 10

of

j

AND

e.

They have been rendered obsolete by the

j

WHOLESALE

-

Typewriters which require hand settings of the
carriage in order to reach
the starting point of any
line are now

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City

HOTEL DE VARGAS

iim
8) (3)

n

LARGE

SEPTEMBER 25, 1913.

THURSDAY,

The Clarendon Garden,

45

j

J,

SANTA FE, N. M.

PHONE 12

2S

LOCAL ITEMS.

RESOLVED

THAT IF YOO "WANT

To $rjVYVAWES
COMES To U5. WE

That Burning Question

HAVE

LEARNED To

tfET WHAT YoV WANT
AND MAKEJhE PRICE

Beacham-Mignardo-

RI4HT 5o"WE CAN
KEEP YoURTfeADET.

j

-

d

The Reliable Hardware Store.

--

choo-cho-

WELL: IT'S SCHOOL TIME AGAIN. A SMART MAN IS ALWAYS
IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO LEARN. WE ARE ALWAYS
LEARNING;
BUSI-NESABOUT
HARDWARE
WILLING TO LEARN ANYTHING NEW
LINE COMES
WHEN ANYTHING NEW IN THE HARDWARE
,WE HAVE
OUT, WE KNOW IT AND GET IT FOR OUR CUSTOMERS.
STUDIED OUR BUSINESS AND WE ARE STILL STUDYING OUR PATRONS' REQUIREMENTS, AND TRYING TO SUPPLY THEM WITH
HONEST HARDWARE AT HONEST PRICES.
WOOD-DAVI- S

PHONE

14.

HARDWARE
"IF IT'S HARDWARE

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

PHONE

14.

